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ABSTRACT

According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 65 percent of Americans are

overweight or obese. Children are at even greater risk than their overweight caregivers, as

the rate of early childhood and childhood/adolescent obesity has doubled and tripled,

respectively, in the past 20 y"ats.t The present paper explores the role of schools in

combating the nation-wide threat of obesity, specifically in reference to the school's food

environment. The following analysis of the Montgomery and Fairfax County School

districts illustrates the contrast between a mediocre and an advanced school food

environment. Topics addressed include food policy, competitive foods, vending

machines, marketing in schools, food and beverage contracts, food education efforts in

the classroom, and hands-on learning food experiences. Emergent themes of success

include leadership initiatives, local government, state, and community support, customer

focus, student involvement, and dedication to nutrition integrity.

In addition, the school comparison analysis reveals a gap in current nutrition initiatives in

reference to educating students about food through eating and learning experiences with

fresh, farm-grown or homemade products. As such, a discussion on the importance of

providing students with hands-on learning experiences that engage students in using their

senses oftaste, sight, touch, and sound is included. The present paper argues that children

must be educated in matters of nutrition and in the art of enjoying the foods eaten.

Furthermore, food education efforts that focus on the joys of eating and taste will extend

lessons on the nutrition value of food, to encompass food as it relates to the environment,

culture, and the bodY.

America'sI Brownwll, Kelly and Katherine Horgen, Food Fight: The Inside story of the Food Industty,

oTrrity Cri'sis, aid LIthat we Can doÁbout it,(Chicago, Contemporary Books, 2004),3-4.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Levi-Strauss believed that the cookery of a culture is like a language in which food serves

as the source of communication. Take a moment to ponder what the food of twenty-first

century America is communicating. The positive: American cuisine represents

innovation, convenience, and a multicultural modernity. For example, author Eric

Schlosser describes how fast food industries such as McDonalds have become American

icons, "proof of the nation's great economic vitality, a beloved American institution that

appeals overseas to millions who admire our way of life." The negative: American foods

often embody quantity and convenience as opposed to quality and freshness. The result of

these negative messages is the perception that American foods are largely processed

products that have little cultural significan"".' Wh"ther taking on the positive or negative

perspective on American food, there remains one irrefutable message: The American diet

is feeding a nation of people, who are plagued with obesity and weight-reìated illnesses.

The food environment in the United States thrives on conflicting messages. Consider the

external messages about food and health that Americans encounter on a daily basis:

consume fewer calories, smaller portion sizes, less carbohydrates, and less chemical

substances. The list is as long as it is ever changing. Competing with these messages of

heaìth are the thousands of food advertisements that urge consumers to buy their product,

whether it be a Magically DeliciousrM children's cereal or a Do the DewrM soft drink. So

although Americans are constantly reminded to lead healthy lifestyles, they are also

inundated with verbal and visual reminders to do the opposite, to forgo calorie counting

for a Sinful SurPrise.rM

The result of such a drastic anay of foods, and the conflicting health warnings and

advertisements that accompany them, is the foundation for what Michael Pollan refers to

as "our national eating disorder . . . the golden age of American food faddism . . . and

,scientific eating."'2 Living in a culture that values weight loss but revels in guilty

pleasures has born an era of fad dieting techniques that promise a Delicious, Doctor-

Designed, Foolproof PIan for Fast and Healthy Weight Loss."3'What is striking is the
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power that such fads possess. For example, the current weight loss fad, "carbophobia,"

has challenged the place of pasta, bread, and potatoes in the American food industry and

has destroyed many a bakery and doughnut shop in its path of destruction.a

The increase of fast food products that are high in fat and sugar is also in part to blame

for the weight gain trend. After all, nearly one quarter of the adult population visits a fast

food restaurant on a given day, often bringing their children along for the irresistible

happy meals and playgrounds that are advertised on TV, the sides of buses, and on school

walls.-5 These clever adverts a¡e meticulously created to attract the "child ma¡ket," and

they teach children that fast food is cool, fun, and desirable, the direct opposite of the

dreaded plate of spinach that caregivers across the nation are battling their children to

eat.6

Visiting a fast food restaurant confirms any promises of fun with every happy meal toy

and chocolate milkshake. These visits also ensure that children learn the concept of

'supersizing,' something that provides more of the desired menu items for only a small

increase in price. Based on the popularity of "buying more for less," it comes as littìe

surprise that a 2001 study conducted by nutritional resea¡chers at Pennsylvania State

confirmed that the presence of larger sizes induced people to buy and eat more. It is even

less surprising that restaurants and food producers alike began offering the option of

larger portions, whether in the form of bigger meals, sodas, snacks, or candy, to capitalize

on the public's willingness to overlook satiety in the name of overindulgence.t

It is important to note that convenience foods extend outside of fast food restaurants and

into the shelves of the supermarket ìn the form of microwave meals, snacks, and many

other fatty/sugary items. Many studies reveal that the makers of these foods use chemical

additives and preservatives that have detrimental effects on the body. For example, Carol

Simontacchi describes how food has shifted from a substance that satisfied hunger and

provided bodily strength into " . . .packages, boxes, artificial flavors, coloring agents, and

pseudofoods that strip the body and leave the brain poverty-stricken." This directly

affects weight gain because instead of eating to satisfy physical hunger, food is now
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consumed to appease artìficial cravings "created by a brain that isn't working right

eat, but we're never satisfied. We're full, but we are never contented."8

we

Combine the increased consumption of the unhealthy snacks and convenience foods with

the decrease in childhood physical activity and there you have it: a nation of overweight

children, who potentially face a lifetime of major health (e.g., heart disease, diabetes) and

emotional problems. Just as easy as it is to point to the advertising moguls and fast food

products for creating a natìon of overweight youths, so too is it easy to blame the TV,

computer, and video game industries for depleting the will of children to play outside and

exercise. In the case of TV, for example, it is estimated that the typical American child

spends over 2l hours a week watchìng television. Outside of school, this is the most time

spent on any activity aside from sleeping.e

Based on the above information, the foods and eating habits of the twenty-first century

reveal a food atmosphere where corporations, who are only interested in fattening their

wallets, manipulate children into eating junk foods for toy giveaways and promises of

fun.l0 The heavily consumed processed foods not only communicate that bigger is better,

but they also contain additives that convey to the brain and body that items with sugar

and fat are desirable. Keith Conners asserts that evidence of this communication exists in

the two most common extremes of child behavior, lethargy and hyperactivity.rl Certainly

the lack of childhood physical activity and overall trend in weight gain also provide

compelling evidence as to the existence of a negative relationship between children and

the foods they eat.

What processed convenience foods are not communicating is also cause for concern.

Stephanie Alexander aptly asserts, "for many children there is no way they can relate the

food they see in bottles, packets and jars with soil, sunshine, ripeness and satisfying

activity."l2 The heavily consumed processed foods are often so unnatural, that concepts

of freshness and food in nature have become nothing more than marketing strategies or

vague notions at best. Compounding the already removed relationship between food and

the environment is the reality that as more people work full time, "urban dwellings
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continue to be the norm." This, combined with the replacement of local purveyors with

global food empires results in littìe to no child interaction with the source of naturally

grown food products.l3

The culmination of these factors results in a world of cuisine devoid of connecttons

between the growing and preparation of most foods.ra As a result, many children grow up

in an atmosphere that provides virtually no social cues to suggest that the majority of the

convenient store-bought foods are unhealthy to their bodies. Furthermore, the popularity

of junk foods ensures that their existence in the food market is permanent. This becomes

a concern because the processed foods continue to replace the foods and food practices

more closely connected to nature, the very foods that nourish the body and brain, convey

a set of values, and help children to foster "a sense of responsibility for themselves, their

larger communities, and their environment."l5

Researchers Brownell and Horgen point to the importance of changing the "toxic" food

environment as a means to combat obesity:

With obesity the nation's most common major chronic health problem, vast

number of people could benef,it [from preventative measures]. Children are the

logical focus when a disease begins early in life. Food preferences, eating habits,

and possibly, brand loyalties take shape in childhood, so the best opportunity for

creating healthy habits [exists] in the early years. l6

The best preventative measure available is education. Children should be educated about

food and nutrition, as well as exposed to delicious non-processed foods. Environments

that foster healthy food choices should be the norm. If there is to be significant change,

parents, teachers, schools, community leaders, and government officials must aid in this

education and provide children with an atmosphere conducive to healthy food choices.

In considering the need for a food education renovation, the logical place to begin is

where the children spend their first eighteen years of learning: the schools. Schools

present the potential to mold young minds and, in so doing, young bodies, which grow
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into healthy adults. In addition, schools are an arena in which students, parents, teachers,

community members, and government officials come in contact with one another. The

cruciaì players for battling obesity intersect in schools in way that is unparalleled in other

institutions and facets of life. Students are also eating one and sometimes two meals a day

during school hours, allowing the cafeteria to be a ìaboratory for applying knowledge and

skills taught in the classroom. ln short, schools can potentially create an environment that

not only fosters healthy food choices in the classroom and lunchroom, but also produces

a generation of healthy children who understand and value the foods they eat. The aim of

this study is to investigate and discuss the components used in the creation of a healthy

school environment.

The present paper explores the role of schools in combating the nation-wide threat of

obesity, specifically in reference to the school's food environment. The American public

education system, as well as the role of food and eating and the importance of food

within that system, is described. Current actions that support health-promoting schools,

such as the Commitment to Change and the Physicians Committee for Responsible

Medicine's (PCRM) School Lunch Report Cards, are reviewed. Specifically, one school

district from two neighboring states, the Montgomery County school district in Maryland

and the Fairfax County school district in Virginia, will be analyzed in terms of the

measures the districts take to meet their chosen state goals as outlined in the Commitment

to Change.

Issues such as food policy, competitive foods, vending machines, marketing in schools,

and food and beverage contracts will be discussed. In addition, food education efforts in

the classroom wiìl be explored, as well as the availability of hands-on learning food

experiences. The accessibility of information pertaining to students, parents, teachers, and

other community members will also be assessed. A discussion of the relevancy of these

issues, as well as the enabling factors of success, to the creation of a healthy food

environment will follow.
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Finally, the efforts taken within the two school districts will serve as a platform for a

discussion on the role of educating students about food and nutrition, as well as food as it

relates to culture, taste, and the environment. The present paper argues that in order for

health messages to be heeded, they must be delivered in an ìnnovative manner that not

only provides messages on health but also engages students in seeing, feeling, touching,

hearing, and tasting what they eat. Such gastronomic experiences provide the best

opportunity for educationaì sustainability, both in terms of an understanding of healthy

food choices, as well as a drastic food behavior change.
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2 BACKGROUND

According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 65 percent of Amerlcans are

overweight or obese.'t This number includes the 10 percent of 2-5 year-old children and

l5 percent of 6-19 year-old children and adolescents, who are also struggling with

weight. Children are at even greater risk than their overweight caregivers, as the rate of

early childhood and childhood/adolescent obesity has doubled and tripled, respectively,

in the past 20 years. Furthermore, overweight youths have an 80 percent chance of

becoming obese adults,ls who face a lifetime of emotional and physical ailments, which

can include certain types of cancer, type-2 diabetes, hypertension, heart disorders,

infertility, depression, and over twenty-five additional medical conditions associated with

obesity.re Such drastic trends in youth weight gain, weight-related illness, and dietary

choice are the reflection of sedentary lifestyles and an appa-rent "lack of awareness about

food and what it means to choose and eat healthy foods."2O

The following chapter provides a background of the American public school system, as

well as the many ways in which students come in contact with food and messages about

food throughout the school day. A review on both the typical and atypical student

exposure to food within the public school system is provided as a foundation for the

subsequent comparison of the Montgomery and Fairfax County school lunch and

nutrition education efforts.

2.1 The American Public Education System

There are a variety of types of American schools that fall under the categories of either

public or private. Most American children attend public schools, which are schools that

are funded by government taxes. ln general, a public school must admit any child living

in its school district. The location of a home determines what school district the child will

attend. For this reason, parents often locate the schools or school districts that they are

interested in and then look for homes within those catchment areas (i.e., the zones served
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by particular schools). ln special instances, children are permitted to attend schools

outside of their catchment area in order to attend a program for their speciaì needs. Some

children aìso have the option of attending a public school outside of their own district for

a fee, as long as the school has the space and is willing to make an exception. Such rules

vary at both the state and district levels.2r

Most of the educationaì decisions in the US are made at the state or district level. States

differ in how they share educational decisions with school districts in terms of deciding

what subjects to teach, what teaching methods and educational resources to approve, how

many days and hours of school are required, and so on. Each state has a Department of

Education that shares the decision-making responsibilities with public school districts,

which are generally led by a group of 3-4l elected, non-paid citizens. This group makes

ruìes about budgets, teacher hiring, transportation, curriculum, and school buildings.22

'While the US Federal Government's influence on education is indirect, the federal

government can influence education through its funding priorities. For example, the

government may give more money to schools that offer specific programs believed to be

in the national interest. Special programs in science, math and foreign language, reading,

and job training are often rewarded with more funding. Schools that offer school lunches

for children from low-income families are also given more money for the year. The 2002

No Child Left Behind Acl increased the role of the federal government by requiring states

to set standards for reading and mathematics. In addition, the bill specified that children

receiving inadequate schooling may attend a more qualified school at the cost of the

school district. The bill further specified that states and school districts have more

flexibility in how they use federal funds and it encouraged the use of "scientifically-based

instruction programs."23

Because there is no national curriculum in the US, it is difficult to predict the exact

course of study for students. Generally, students progress from the kindergarten years of

learning letters and sounds into the eìementary years of reading, writing, arithmetic, and

basic social studies and sciences. Middle school approaches the major subjects in more
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depth and children begin aÌgebra, earth and physical sciences, and literature. Hìgh school

further evolves student understanding of academic subjects of Science, Math, English,

Social Studies and a Foreign Language. Elective courses are aìso available in which a

student may choose from a variety of academic, arts, or physical education courses (e.g.,

cooking classes, woodworking, chorus, advanced calculus, weights training). Throughout

all of the school levels, children may be required to take art, music, health, and physical

fitness courses. There may also be specific requirements set by the state of a school

district for the study of topics such as state history, government and civics, and even

driver education.2a

In addition to a variation in school curriculum, public schools across the US, and even

within a state, vary in terms of the quality of the teachers, class sizes, facilities, and

student achievement. Though the variation in school quality exists for a number of

reasons, school funding is one of the largest predictors of a quality education. Public

school funding is generally split between the state and local government. In terms of

approved tax rates and budget choices, state and local districts differ. This means that

some school districts have larger amounts of money for the school year than others,

though generally public schools within the same district tend to be similar in quality.25

Whether a school is located in an urban or suburban area can also have an effect on the

quality of the education received. Suburban school districts tend to be hetter funded,

something that can result in better quality educational resources. Urban schools are

challenged with lower funding and with educating large numbers of children from a wide

variety of cultural, financial, and linguistic backgrounds. This challenge is often

heightened by the reality that many financially stable parents in urban dwellings choose

to send their children to private schools. Studies show that losing the support of educated

and financially secure parents is detrimental to urban public schools because it is these

parents who are the most involved, and therefore influentiaì, in the maintenance and

improvement of the schools' standards.26
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Despite these challenges, urban school settings have some advantages. For example, the

large international student body often results in comprehensive bilingual language

programs. In addition, the large urban student population is in some cases large enough to

support magnet schools that center on a particular teaching method (e.g., "open

educatìon") or subject (e.g., the high school of Creative and Performing Arts). In such

instances, students apply for acceptance and may attend if they live within city limits.2?

2.2 Food Within the American Public School System

Once fairly simple, the school food environment is now highly complex. Traditionally,

children bought lunches prepared at home or ate the lunches served in the school

cafeteria. School cafeterias generally offered only the U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA) federally subsidized school meals, which are required to meet defined nutritional

standards. Recently however, children have been offered an array of "a la carte" menu

items, which are foods that are offered individually and outside of the school meal

program and therefore do not have to meet the set nutritionaì guidelines. Children can

now find a la ca¡te items in school vending machines, school stores, and at school

fundraisers.2s

2.2.1 Federal School Meals

Lunch services in the form of cafeteria style dining entered public school systems as

early as 1900. By 1937, over fifteen states had passed legislation specifically authorizing

local school boards to operate lunchroom dining. However, although both the state and

local legislation gave their authorization to provide meals for children in school, most of

the local governments and school districts could not provide the necessary funds to

accommodate the ìncreasing student population. In addition, the economic hardships of

the depression left many families unabìe to both pay for school lunches and provide

meals at home. As such, the danger of malnutrition became a national concern, and

federaì assistance within the school lunchroom became essential.2e In response to this

need, the National School Lunch Act was passed in 1946. Under this legislation, the
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National School Lunch Program (NSLP) was created with the sole purpose of

'safeguarding the health and well-being of the Nation's children and encouraging

domestic consumption of nutritious agricultural and commodities of other food.'30

The NSLP is a federally assisted meaì program that currently operates in more than

99,000 public and non-profit private schools. The premise of the program is to provide

low-cost or free, well-balanced meals to school-aged children. Schools that pafticipate in

the NSLP receive cash subsidies and donated commodities from the USDA for each meal

served. As of 1998, school authorities are aìso reimbursed for any nutritious snacks

served in after-school education and enrichment programs. In return, the schools must

abide by federal requirements and serve free or reduced price lunches to all eligible

children.3l

The lunches served in school cafeterias must meet the recommendations of the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, which specify that no more than 30 percent of an ìndividual's

calories come from fat, and less than 10 percent may come from saturated fats. ln

addition, school lunches must provide one-third of the Recommended Dietary Allowances

of protein, Vitamin A, Vitamin C, iron, calcium, and calories.t'The final specification

for school lunches under the NSLP is that "foods of minimal nutritional value" (FMNV)

may not be sold in food service areas during the school meals period. The four categories

of restricted foods defined as FMNV by federaì regulations are soda water, water ices,

chewing gum, and certain candies.33 As long as these federal requirements are met,

decisions about what foods are served and how they are prepared are left to the discretion

of the local school food authorities in conjunction with state education agencies.3a

Some schools also participate in the School Breakfast Program (SBP). Resea¡ch indicates

that the benefits of breakfast include better academic achievement, improved behavior,

and better physical health. As such, the number of schools participating in the SBP has

nearly doubled over the past ten years. Similar to the school lunches, the foods provided

for the SBP must meet the USDA dietary guidelines for total fat and saturated fat. ln

addition, the foods se¡ved must have age-appropriate caìorie levels, and one-quarter of
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the Recommended Dietary Alìowances for protein, caìcium, iron, vitamin A, and vitamin

C. Not alì schools offer the program, generally because of funding, lack of food service

resources and personnel, and a lack of time.3s

To ensure that school cafeteria lunches are meeting the federal requirements, the USDA

periodically assesses the nutritional quality of the meals served in schools. A 2001 USDA

School Nutrition Dietary review reported that many of the schools surveyed did not meet

the basic nutritional requirements. The school districts in question were then "encouraged

by the USDA to adjust the menu selections they offer."36 However, once assessed,

schools are not audited again for another five years, making it possible for schools to

avoid penalization for serving meals that are high in fat and low in nutrient value.37

2.2.2 CompetitiveFoods

The term "competitive foods" is used to describe all foods and beverages that a¡e sold

outside of federal school meal programs. Competitive foods include a la carte foods and

beverages found in vending machines, the foods and beverages sold in school as part of a

fundraiser, items served in the classroom as a reward or snack, and food items made

available during after-school activities. More often than not, competitive foods have a

lower nutritional value than those foods served as part of the school meal.38 Specifically,

a la carte food items tend to be high in energy density (i.e., high in fat and sugar) and low

in nutrient density.3e 
40 4l

For example, a survey conducted by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention

revealed that76.3 percent of the elementary, middle, and high schools surveyed provided

soft drinks or sports drinks and 63.5 percent offered salty, high fat snacks. These numbers

paled in comparison to the 17.6 percent of schools that offered fruit and vegetables and

14.9 percent that offered low-fat or non-fat yogurt.42 In addition to the snacks served

outside of the school lunchroom, it is estimated that 2O.2 percent of schools sell high-fat

fast food such as PizzaHut and McDonald's.a3
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Current federal nutrition guidelines for the sale of competitive foods in schools are

limited. As mentioned above, the sale of foods with minimal nutritional value is

prohibited during school lunch periods. However, the foods that qualify as FMNV are

narrowly defined (e.g., soft drinks and certain types of candy), which allows for the sale

of other items with low nutrient density and/or high energy density foods such as cookies,

candy bars, and potato chips. No other national standard currently exists to mandate the

screening of the nutritional quality of competitive foods. Furthermore, federal guidelines

do not prohibit the sale of FMNV or other salty, sugar-laden, high-fat snack foods from

vending machines outside of the cafeteria.aa

States and school districts do have the option to implement their own policies regarding

the sale of competitive foods. Many states have passed legislation that limit the types of

foods sold, as well as the hours in which they are sold, during the school day. For

instance, a recent report by the General Accounting Office found that 2l states had

policies on competitive foods that surpassed the limitations set by the USDA.a5

2.2.3 Health Education

In addition to encountering food in the lunchroom, students can learn about food and

nutrition in the classroom. Health education classes in particular often provide ìessons on

nutrition and dietary behavior. The majority of American elementary, middle, and high

schools require that students take health cìass for at least one full year at each school

level. Some schools require only one semester while others require students to take health

every year. Numerous topics including safety, first aid, alcohol and tobacco use

prevention, growth and development, and personal hygiene are covered in health

education classes and vary by the ages of the students.o6 According to a survey conducted

in 2000, 75 percent of health courses included instruction on nutritional and dietary

behavior.aT

National data show that over two-thirds of the states require health education curricula to

include instruction on nutrition and dietary choice. ln addition, over two-thirds of school
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districts follow national, state, or district-level guidelines. The majority of these schools

folìow the National Health Education Standards, which "emphasize the importance of

teaching students behavioral skills - such as effective decision making and goal-setting -
thereby making healthful behaviors more likely."a8 Despite the high number of schools

utilizing behavioral nutritional curricuìa, few health classes are required to test their

students on their understanding of the topics covered. Furthermore, the time spent in the

classroom learning about food and nutrition issues is low. Students are estimated to spend

five hours of class time per year on diet-related lessons.ae

2.2.4 Food Woven Throughout the Curriculum

Outside of health education, there is no guarantee that lessons about food or nutrition will

be a part of the school-day curriculum. While some schools make learning about food a

conscious priority, most students encounter indirect messages about food and eating

within the school environment. For instance, children can come in contact with food

advertisements or "commercialized food-related" educational materials, a topic further

reviewed in the following section. The foods served in the cafeteria and vending

machines can also convey messages to students. A middle school student in California

expressed what the foods in her cafeteria conveyed to her:

When I was in 6th grade I was overweight in my school. We had Papa Johns [a

pizzachainl, Chick fil a, and Slurpies. But then in the summer I stafied hitting the

gym. It was ha¡d but I started liking it. I really like fruits and vegetables. But

when I was in 7'h grade everything changed.'We had double cheeseburgers and

greasy pizzasjust like last year . . . Sometimes I think the school doesn't care

about the kids' health. What I really think they ca¡e about is the money [the

school makes from selling unhealthy foodsl.s0

2.2.5 Advertising in Schools

Growing concern exists over the use of food advertisements on school grounds,

particularly in reference to the extent of commercial food advertising and its influence on
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children's food and beverage choice.sl A comprehensive literature review of the effects

of food promotion on children concluded that food advertisements trigger children to

request the purchase of previously seen products to thei¡ parents. Viewing advertisements

were also found to have an effect on children's product and brand preferences as well as

on their consumptive behavior.s2 In addition, children view advertisements with less

skepticism than adults and "therefore are particularly vulnerable to advertising."s3

Research with fifth and sixth grade students supports this theory, as overhalf of the

students surveyed believed that everything said in commercials to be truthful in nature.

Additional research findings assert that "chiìdren have difficulty distinguishing between

advertising and programming and, before the age of eight, they do not understand that the

intent of commercials is to sell a product."s4

Resea¡chers from the Institute of Medicine of the National Academies concluded that

advertisements infiltrate pubìic schools in the following ways:

. Product Sales: short-term fundraising activities, such as the sale of candy or

magazines, that benefit a specific student activity; cash or credit rebate

programs; and commerce in products that benefit a district, school, or student

activity, such as vending machine contracts and "pouring-rights" contracts;

¡ Direct Advertising: billboards, signs, and product displays; signs on school

buses, corporate logos or brand names on school supplies or equipment; ads in

school publications, such as the school newspaper or newsletter; media-based

advertising, such as Channel One News; and free samples and coupons;

o Indirect Advertising: corporate-sponsored educational materials; teacher

training; contests; incentive programs; and lesson plans or curricula sponsored

by companies;

o Market Research: questionnaires, taste tests, and Internet surveys conducted

through or on school grounds.s5 s6

Some of the advertisement techniques are more common or prevalent in schools. For

example, Channel One, which is under the Direct Advertising category, is a television

broadcast that reaches over 12,000 schools in the nation. Channel One shows ten minutes
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of ads in its daily broadcasts and, in return, schools receive $25,000 worth of free video

equipment. These ads reach 400,000 educators and eight million teenage viewers per

year. Ads are estimated to cost $175,000 for a thirty-second spot, a price well wonh it to

any company that wishes to have access to 40 percent of the American teenage consumer

population.5T

Research on Channel One revealed that 69 percent of commercials broadcasted over a

four-week period were for food products, including fast food items, candy, and soft

drinks. The study concluded that viewing Channel One had an impact on what children

thought about the products that were advertised; specifically, viewing the advertisements

led to an increased positive feeling about the products advertised. In addition, Channel

One enhanced students' consumer orientations and increased their intent to purchase the

products viewed.58

Other advertising methods are less obvious, such as the example of the infiltration of

education materials as listed in the Indirect Advertising category. The Consumers Union

evaluated corporate-sponsored education materials and found that 80 percent of the

textbooks, reading books, math books, and science experiments surveyed "favored the

company's agenda and/or included biased or incomplete information."59 Companies such

as Cambell Soup, Kellogg's, and the American Egg Board were cited as producing

commercialized food-rel ated materials. Learn-by-counting books were particularly

prevalent with titles such as Skittles Math Riddles, Reese's Pieces: Count by Fives, and

rhe Hershey Mitk Chocolate Bar Fractions Book.6o

Because public schools are institutions that survive on taxpayer dollars, there are issues

regarding the appropriateness of commercial advertising within the school setting. Aside

from the aforementioned research findings that cite the negative influence of

advertisements on children's food and beverage choice, there is also concern that

advertisements in school circumvent parental control over the types of products and

advertisements to which children are exposed. Further, evidence suggests that children
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may interpret the in-school advertisements as evidence that the teachers and school staff

endorse the items ma¡keted at school.ól

Despite these concerns, schools face a number of barriers in ¡emoving food-related

advertisements. Foremost is the issue of funding. Corporate sponsors contribute greatly to

school funding and the sale of their items brings in substantial revenue.62 Schools receive

only $2.14 for each free meal served as part of the NSLP, a compensation that is often

not enough to break even. Conversely, the profit margin for a la carte foods and corporate

items sold in vending machines can be anywhere from 50-100 percent.6' In uddition,

advertisement space can often bring in hundreds of thousands and even millions of

dollars in free equipment, curriculum material, incentives, sports equipment, food-service

equipment, computers, and televisions.6o A New York City school district, for example,

hopes to rajse $53 million annually by allowing advertisements on the district's school

buses.65

2.2.6 Pushing Soft Drinks

Research findings suggest that what students are drinking in school is just as important as

the foods they eat. Soft drinks in particular "raise nutritional issues that place them at the

forefront of present-day dietary concerns."uu Th" Center for Disease Control and

Prevention concluded that the majority of K-12 schools, with 93 percent of high schools,

83 percent of middle schools, and 58 percent of elementary schools, allow the sale of soft

drinks and other "high-added-sugar drinks" in vending machines, school stores, and

cafeterias.6T

The detriment of the over consumption of soft drinks is represented in Tables I and 2, as

created by researcher Marion Nestle. Table I illustrates the low nutrient composition of

soda in comparison to juice and milk. The Center for Science in the Public lnterest labels

soda as "liquid candy," due to its high sugar level in conjunction with its nonexistent

nutrient level. As shown in Table 2, this "liquid candy" is now replacing milk in the diets

of many American children. School purchases reflect this trend. For example, between
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the years of 1985 and 1991 , school districts decreased the amount of milk they bought by

30 percent and increased their soda purchases by 1,100 percent. The increased

consumption of soft drinks also means that children are drinking hundreds of empty

calories that are replacing calories from more nutritious foods and drinks. Furthermore,

soft drink consumption is linked with obesity such that the risk of obesity increases by

1.6 times with each addìtional soft drink consumed'ó8

Though once simply a matter of selling soft drinks in vending machines on school

grounds, soft drink companies have increased their efforts to reach the student market-

For example, schools can now participate in pouring-rights contracts, in which schools

are given money donations in return for the exclusive sales of one company's product on

school grounds. The stable base of sales also comes with the resulting advertisement

opportunities. Ma¡ion Nestle describes the use of such advertisements:

. . . att students in the school, even those too young or too difficult to reach by

conventional advertising methods, receive constant exposure to the logos and

products. The use of a single brand is designed to create loyalty among young

people who have a lifetime of soft drink purchases ahead of them.6e

Allowing the sale of soft drinks at school combines the issues of competitive foods and

school-based advertisements. On the one hand, the sale and advertisement of soft drinks

brings in a much-needed revenue for the schools and often comes with free incentives,

whether through school equipment or money donations. On the other hand, the purpose

of providing food and beverages in school is to provide children with a weìl-balanced

lunchtime meal "that contributes to healthful eating habits."70 The sale of competing

items, particularly an item such as soda that has virtually no nutrient value, is in direct

opposition to the notion of a healthy school environment'
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Coca-Cola Pepsi Orange Juice l7o Milk

Calories t54 160 168 153

Sugar 40 40 40 l8

Vitamin A 0 0 29r 150

Vitamin C 0 0 146 J

Folic Acid 0 0 r64 l8

Calcium 0 0 33 450

Potassium 0 0 llt 352

Magnesium 0 0 36 5l

Phosphate 54 55 60 353

TARLE l. The Nutrient Composition of 12-ounce Soft Drinks, Juice, and Milk

Source: Nestle, Marion. Food Politics: How the food Industry Influences Nutrition and

Health. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003, 198.

TABLE 2. Beverages Available, Gallons Per Person Per Year, in the U.S. Food Supply

Diet Soda Regular Soda Milk

t970 2.1 22.2 31.3

1975 3.2 25.O 29.5

1980 5.1 29.9 21.6

198s 1.1 28.7 26.7

1990 10.1 3s.6 25.1

1995 11.8 39.8 24.3

t99l 11.6 41.4 24.0

Note: As the consumption of soda increases, the consumption of milk decreases

Source: Nestle, 198.
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2.2.7 InterventionPrograms

School-based intervention programs to improve dietary quality among students generally

include one or more of the following components:

o Changing food service (changing the foods available, their prices, and

preparation methods);

o Providing students with promotional activities;

. lncluding nutrition education in classroom curriculum;

¡ lnvolving parents and the community via newsletters or home activities. Tl

Such interventions generally target total fat, saturated fat, or fruit and vegetable intake.

Evaluating the existing literature is difficult due to the variety in outcome measures and

the "multi-component nature of their designs . . . Differences exist across studies in the

number and type of food related behaviors and age groups targeted."T' Some school-

based interventions utilizing the above techniques have resulted in positive change in one

of the following areas: producing healthful food choices among students, changing

dietary behavior, changing the fat content of meals, lowering body weight, and increasing

the intake of fruits and vegetables (refer Appendix 9.1 for an overview of va¡ious

research variables and outcomes).73

Resea¡ch also supports the effectiveness of behavior-oriented curricula in promoting

healthy food choices "based on self-monitoring, goal setting, feedback about behavior

change efforts, incentives, and reinforcement methods."Ta Activities that involve skill

building, in which students practice desired and new behaviors, are effective learning

techniques. Method of instruction and positive feedback are critical components in

executing such teaching strategies.T-s
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2.3 Why Schools Provide an Important Food Environment

2.3.1 The Changing FamilY DYnamic

In past centuries, the role of child upbringing fell upon the mother. However, by 1975,

nearly one-third of Ame¡ican mothers with young children worked outside the home.

Today this number has doubled.Tó The increase of women in the workplace has amplified

the demand for services once performed by the housewife, particularly in reference to

cooking and childcare. Here we see where convenience foods perform their much-needed

duties of relieving caregivers from spending what little free time they have in the kitchen.

The need for convenience also extends outside of the kitchen in terms of the decline of

the 'traditional' family meal.' For example, author Eric Schlosser reports that 10-15 years

ago, three-quarters of the money used to buy food in the United States was spent on

ingredients for home-prepared meals, whereas now half of the money used to buy food is

spent in restaurants - "mainly fast food restaurants."TT

The point in including information about the increase of women in the work force is not

to place blame on working mothers. Rather, it is just one example of the present changes

in the family dynamic. Other changes include longer working hours and an increase in

the number of homes in which both caregivers work full time. The relevance of this to the

development of food preferences in children is vast, as theorists believe that food choices

are formed within the family environment as well as through genetic predispositions.T8

Jane Ogden's theoretical approach to understanding food choices emphasizes the

importance of learning and experience within the environment. Generally, it is within a

family context that children initially observe the foods that are safe, culturally acceptable,

and morally correct. During this time, children also learn about what is pleasurable and

the values associated with certain foods.Te Although eating food remains a social activity

for some, the changing family dynamic results in less time spent on eating with the

family and having family meals. Thus, in terms of targeting an environment in which to

convey healthier food messages, it seems appropriate to target the place in which children
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are spending the majority of their food socializing time: the schools.s0

2.3.2 Time Spent at School

V/ith less and less time spent eating at the family dinner table, children are becoming

more independent with what, when, and how they eat. For example, a child can prepare a

turkey, mashed potato, and stuffing meal by simply taking the plastic off of a microwave

dinner. Thirty seconds ìater, the child is enjoying all of her Thanksgiving food favorites,

without any of her family members, and in front of the television. This same child can go

to school, order a slice of pizza off of the a la carte menu, and take the pizza to an

isolated corner in the cafeteria. ln fact, some school cafeterias even have the luxury of the

television that she enjoys at home.

Despite many of the discouraging trends in the lunchroom, schools maintain a certain

measure of control over what students eat and how and where they eat. With children

spending two-thirds of their young lives within school grounds, schools have the

opportunity to ensure that the foods served in the cafeteria are delicious and nutritious

and that the importance of nutrition is reinforced within the classroom. In addition,

schools can provide students with a lunchroom atmosphere conducive to the enjoyment

of the meals served, including the appropriate time allotted for meals as well as a

comfortable dining area. The members of the Healthy Schools Summit further elaborate

on the potential powel of the school setting to teach children about food:

Schools represent the best opportunity to promote children's current and future

well-being and thus their opportunity to learn. . . By providing equality of access

to information in settings where families differ in their level of knowledge and

ability to discuss nutritional needs, schools help communities meet the needs of

all children.sr

Evidence suggests that food preferences become more difficult to change with age,

something that supports findings indicating an adolescent resistance to change in dietary
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habits.82 By changing the food environment within the schools, starting at the earliest

years and progressing into the later years, healthy food preferences can be solidified.

2.3.3 Academic Performance and Healthy Eating

Numerous studies provide data that supports the relationship between healthy eating and

improved academic performance.s3 84 85 86 87 Eating healthy foods is linked to academic

achievement, self-esteem, mental health, school attendance, livelier classroom

participation, higher energy levels, and higher test scores, all of which lead to a stronger

student performance. In short, when the health and nutrition needs of students are met,

"they have the cognitive energy to learn and achieve."88

2.3.4 Nutrition and Active Learning about Food

Much of the focus of eating and learning about food in schools is centered on nutrition.

For example, many schools make an effort in the lunchroom to meet the nutritional needs

of the children and teach the importance of eating healthy foods in the classroom. While

such efforts are important in the battle against childhood obesity, they often lack the

ability to help children appreciate and understand the food they eat. Chapter 7 will

expand on the notion of schools as an ideal setting, not only to convey messages of

health, but to engage students in innovative food-learning experiences that encourage

them to actively think about the foods they eat, how they taste, where they came from,

how they were prepared, and their cultural significance.

2.4 Recent Attention to Food in Schools

In 2001, U.S. Surgeon General David Satcher issued A CaIl to Action to Prevent and

Decrease Overweight and Obesity, a report that addressed the need for a nationwide

understanding of and commitment to "the prevention and treatment of overweight and

obesity and their associated health problems."se The report was particularly concerned

with the weight-related health issues of American children, and it named the public
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school system as a key environment in which to address the epidemic of overweight and

obesity. Schools were identified as a key setting to initiate change because "most children

spend a large portion of time in school . . . [and] schools provide many opportunities to

engage children in healthy eating and physical activity and to reinforce healthy diet and

physical activity messages."eo

The CalI to Action report further indicated that health approaches in schools should

extend beyond existing health and physical education courses to include school policy,

the physical and social environment within the school setting, and a partnership of the

school, community, and family unit. Options were given as to how to improve upon

matters of "Communication" (e.g., build nutrition awareness among school staff, educate

school staff on the importance of physical activity), "Action" (e.g., ensure that school

meals meet standard nutrition guidelines, prohibit student access to junk foods), and

"Research and Evaluation" (e.g., evaluation of school-based learning initiatives about

health and eating, conducting research on the relationship between student eating pattems

to student health, learning, attendance).el

In response to the issues add¡essed in the CalI to Action report, a group of 500leaders

from the education, physical activity, health, and nutrition fields collaborated to form a

national Healthy Schools Summit in October of 20O2. Over 35 national education, health

organizations, and government agencies formed the Healthy Schools Summit Planning

Committee, a core group that created the Commitment to Change (refer Appendix 9.2).

Identifying twelve steps towards achieving sound nutrition and physical activity in

schools, the Commitment to Change outlines actions needed to create health-promoting

schools that provide a sustainable education for students.e2

Though a handful of public schools were already making efforts to provide healthier

school meals or to increase nutrition education, the Healthy School Summit served as a

catalyst for individual state support in the creation of health-promoting schools. Never

before has the issue of obesity as it relates to public education been accompanied with a

level of awareness and support, both on the state and national level. The Healthy Summit
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Report indicates that state teams (present in all fifty states and the District of Columbia)

"are working to initiate and sustain action at the state, school district and school building

level . . . tbyl creating action plans, identifying and pursuing specific goals that are

priorities for the particular state and translating concern into actions that yield positive

results in children's health and improved academic performance."e3
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3 METHOD

A few months ago a friend of mine, a teacher at a less fortunate inner city school in

Philadelphia, spoke of the importance of quality school meals and nutrition intervention

programs for the students in her district. The school's financial state, lack of funding,

student demographic breakdown, lack of parental involvement, drop-out rate, and the

urgent need for qualified teachers and school staff are all factors that she felt contributed

to an overweight student body. She sighted these same factors as obstacles in combating

the issue of obesity within her school. Frustrated, she made the following statement:

The issues that inner city schools face are far greater than the issues in suburban

schools. Our kids are overweight. The lunchroom has fast food and there are

vending machines all over the school. You would never see that soft of thing in

the top school districts. Health is a priority at the wealthier school districts. In my

school, getting the kids to stay for a whole day is our top priority.

Obesity rates are indeed rising rapidly, particularly among the African American and

Hispanic population, the two largest demographic groups at my friend's school. Obesity

rates are also higher for individuals of lower socioeconomic backgrounds, an issue that

the students at the Philadelphia school face. I agree with my friend that nutrition

intervention programs and better quality food are needed for these students. 'What I was

not sure of was whether low quality food and lack of nutrition education was an issue

isolated to poor inner city schools. Does a high quality education guarantee high quality

school meals and provide adequate knowledge about food?

3.1 Preliminary Research

My prelimin¿ìry research on the status of the school lunches and food nutrition efforts in

wealthier suburban school districts revealed that the quality of a school was not

necessarily a predictor of the quality of the foods served or education provided on food

and nutrition. The following section reviews the findings of the 2004 School Lunch

Report Card, a study that assessed the Baltimore and Montgomery County school
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districts (among others) in terms of the quality of foods served and education provided on

food. These two Maryland counties were of interest because Montgomery County is a

wealthier suburban county with a high success rate amongst students, where as Baltimore

County, an inner city school district, has a lower educational budget and success rate

amongst their students

The objective of the 2004 School Lunch Report Card is to assess "three different essential

categories for children's nutrìtion in schools: Obesity and Chronic Disease Prevention,

Health Promotion and Nutrition Adequacy, and Nutrition lnitiatives."'o Tabl" 3 provides

a brief explanation of the three categories as described by the PCRM. Schools were

assessed using the criteria and were awa¡ded points in accordance with the items in

question. For example, when considering the Nutrition Initiatives category, schools were

awarded two points for every innovative nutrition program, with the possibility of

earning up to ten points. Points are then tallied and each school receives a grade.

To earn an "4," the top mark of a total score between 95-100 percent, on the PCRM

Report Card, schools must have vegan entrée options, low-fat vegetable side dishes,

fresh, dried, or canned fruit, and non-dairy, calcium-rich beverages available daily.

School menus must also contain less than 30 percent of their calories from fat, less than

10 percent from saturated fat, small amounts of cholesterol, and at least 8-10 grams of

fiber and 15 milligrams of vitamin C per meal. An "4" school must have healthy foods

and beverages in their vending machines such as low-fat snacks, juice, and water. Finally,

an "4" school must be "initiating nutrition education efforts and teaching healthy eating

habits to students
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TABLE 3. Description of the Criteria for the 2004 School Lunch Report Card

Source: Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine,"20O4 School Lunch Report Cards:

The Background," Healthy School Lunches, 20O4,

Categories for the Bvaluation of School Lunches and Nutrition

Obesity and Chronic Disease Prevention: 40 points

This Category includes the nutrient composition and frequency of healthy entrée

selections that are especially important for the prevention of obesity and obesity-related

diseases such as hea¡t disease, diabetes, and cancer . . . it is especially important that

schools provide meals that are low in fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol, and provide

plant-based entrees.

Health Promotion and Nutrition Adequacy: 40 points

Separate from nutrition's relationship to disease prevention is the issue of whether meal

patterns are meeting nutrient needs and providing dietary options that promote the health

of the children. The Health Promotion and Nutrition Adequacy category specifically

measures whether the foods offered in elementary school lunches provide the essential

nutrients of fiber and vitamin C, daily low-fat vegetable side dishes, fruit, and calcium-

rich, non-dairy beverages for children who do not choose to drink milk for health or other

reasons

Nutrition Initiatives: 20 points

To truly promote health and ward off obesity, schools must teach about nutrition. It is

also critical for districts to include only healthy vending foods when vending machines

are present. This review evaluates districts on what steps they are taking to help children

appreciate and choose healthy food and understand why diets built from fruits, vegetable,

whole grains, and legumes help prevent obesity and chronic diseases.

ww.healt
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Montgomery County received the following points in the three categories of the PCRM:

3 I .0 points in Obesity and Chronic Disease Prevention ; 25.4 points in Health Promotion

and Nutrition Adequacy; and 14.0 points in Nutrition lnitiatives. The total score was

70.4, giving the county a below average grade of C-. A brief description following the

allocation of points commended Montgomery County for having a low percentage of

calories from fat in the lunches served to students, as well as for the absence of vending

machines on school grounds. On the other hand, the reviewers felt that the menu lacked

in nutrìent content and plant-based menu options. A lack of nutrition education outside of

the health classroom was also cited as an area for improvement.e6

The Baltimore County School district received the following points from the PCRM: 26.0

points in Obesity and Chronic Disease Prevention;21 .6 points in Health Promotion and

Nutrition Adequacy; and 12.0 points in Nutrition Initiatives. The total score was 65.6,

giving the county a below average grade of D. Similar to Montgomery County, Baltimore

County had a relatively low percentage of fat calories. In addition, the county was

applauded for offering a daily selection of vegetable side dishes and fruit. However' the

foods served to students were low in fiber (5.6 grams) and high in cholestetol (62

milligrams per average). The addition of plant-based items was recommended to remedy

the lack of fiber and surplus of cholesterol in the menu. Effons to educate children about

food were not present in the Baltimore schools, causing their score to suffer by ten

points.eT

The comparable scores and descriptions about Montgomery County and Baltimore

County food and nutrition education indicate that the quality of the school or location of

the school (inner city versus suburban) are not always predictive of the quality of

students' experiences with food. The results of the eleven total districts surveyed by

pCRM revealed scores ranging from 59.8 to 84.7 points, each assigned to schools of

varying income levels, demographic backgrounds, and educational quality. As such, I

began to wonder what factors, outside of demographic and income variables, enabled

successful food environments. To uncover this dilemma, I reviewed the top scoring

school district in the PCRM, Fairfax County, Virginia, a suburban school in close
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proximity to Montgomery County. The inclusion of Vegan entrees and classroom time

spent learning about food and nutrition awarded this district the highest grade.es

The PCRM focuses primarily on the nutrient, fat, and vitamin composition of food

options. Little is mentioned about the measures taken to teach children about food,

despite the inclusion of the Nutrition lnitiatives category. The present study provides an

in-depth examination of two specific school districts, Montgomery County and Fairfax

County, as a means to identify factors that contribute to the success (or lack of success)

of school district involvement in providing adequate school meals and nutrition

education. Based on the background information presented in Chapter 2 pertaining to the

issues that schools face in creating a healthy food environment, the present study expands

on the items analyzed by the PCRM to include specif,rc analysis of the following:

. Whether the schools have a nutrition mission;

o Whether the schools meet the 6 approaches to promoting healthy food choice,

which includes:

o Establishing nutrition standards for competitive foods;

o Providing healthy foods and beverages at greater volumes;

o Adopting marketing techniques to promote healthful choices;

o Limiting student access to competitive foods;

o Supporting healthy eating throughout school events, fundraising activities,

and students rewards;

o Influencing food and beverage contracts; ee

. 'Whether the schools reinforce healthy eating in the classroom;

o 'Whether the kids have hands-on learning experiences with food;

o Whether the school receives support from the local community, parents, and

the government;

o Whether information is accessible to parents, students, and community;

members in reference to the foods available, nutrient analysis, and school-

hased nutrition efforts.
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Through this exploration, themes such as the approaches used to promote healthy food

choices, as well as the keys to success will be discussed.

Chapter 7 will further explore a large element that was not present in either the

Montgomery or Fairfax districts: gastronomy. 'While the schools focus primarily on

providing children with nutritious school meals and an education on nutrìtion,

gastronomy provides a philosophical basis for healthy eating, which includes, the sensual

awareness of eating delicious and well-prepared foods, enjoyment of eating, and an

understanding of the foods eaten. Author Michael Pollen, aptly asserts, " . . . how we eaf,

and even how we feel about eating, may in the end be just as important as what we

eat."l00 Chapter 7 will address the role of gastronomy within the school food

environment. The term gastronomy will be generally defined and defined within the

context of the school environment. Topics covered will include a compafison of nutrition

and gastronomy, the relevance of including gastronomic lessons to combat obesity, and a

review of current examples of successful gastronomic experiences within the schools.

3.2 Why Montgomery and Fairfax County Public Schools?

The Fairfax County and Montgomery County school districts present an interesting case

for comparison because of their similar demographic backgrounds and the dissimilar

reviews of the food environment as outlined by the PCRM. Based on the aforementioned

expanded research analysis method, the factors that contribute to the difference in school

food environments and education effons will be reviewed. The two counties are also

interesting case studies because they represent a microcosm of the American educational

approach to studying food and nutrition as a whole. For this reason the comparison of

these counties illustrates the factors present for success, as well as existing gaps within

the approaches that the American education system utilizes in teaching children about

food.

In trying to research and determìne the differences in what foods are being eaten in the

lunchroom and what students are learning about food and nutrition in the classroom, it
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was important to choose counties that are similar to each other among other unrelated

facrors. The findings of the PCRM indicated that districts differing in quality of education

were not necessarily indicative of the food atmosphere. Nevertheless, choosìng similar

counties further reduces the likelihood that the differences found among what the

schoolchildren are eating and learning about food are accounted for by variables such as

school size, student diversity, budget, and student enrollment.

Both the Montgomery and Fairfax County school systems are considered suburban

school districts. Besides the differences reported by the PCRM in their Lunch Report

Cards, the two school districts were chosen for this study because of their proximity of

location and their similarities across several statistical categories, which are highlighted

in Table 4. The two counties are approximately 30 miles apa-rt and are both considered

part of the'Washington D.C. metropolitan area. The Montgomery County public school

district has the largest number of students enrolled in the state of Maryland, whìle Fairfax

County also boasts the top spot in school enrollment throughout Virginia.l0l r02

Table 4 also illustrates that the Montgomery and Fairfax county public school districts

have comparable performance and dropout rates, both of which indicate an academically

sound student body receiving an above average quality of education. The operating

budget for Montgomery County stands at $1.6 billion whereas Fairfax County's budget

reaches $1.8 billion per year, with county funding being the primary source of funding

for both school districts. ln terms of food, both counties serve between 8-9 billion meals

per year. The statistics for free and reduced priced meals in each county are also akin to

one another, as Montgomery County reduces 22.3 percent of meals and Fairfax County

reduces 19.9 percent of all meals serued.t03 
l0o

The existing statistical similarities between the Montgomery County and Fairfax County

school districts provide natural controls for otherwise unpredictable confounding

variables. As such, the two public school districts provide an opportunity for the

comparison of school lunches and nutrition education efforts.
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TABLE 4. Comparison of the Montgomery and Fairfax County Demographics

Source: "About lJs," Montgomery County Public Schools,2004-2005,
'.//w S us/a (22May 2005), l.

Source: "Fairfax County Public Schools: Statistics," Fairfax County Public Schools,

2OO4 -2005, <http ://www. fcps' edu/stati s. htm > (22 May 2005 ), I'

Montgomery CountY Fairfax County

Size 497 miles 395 miles

Population 942,OOO- I in 7 residents

attends public school

1,000,000 - I in 6 residents

attends public school

Total Number of Schools 192 205

Employees 19,951 21,520

Meals Served 8.3 million 140,000 per day

Enrollment I4O,492 - largest in MD 166,27 5 - largest in VA

Performance 92 percent graduation rate 92 percent graduation rate

SAT Score tto2 1 105

Drop-out rate 2.0 percent 2.4 percent

Demographics
'White: 44.6 percenf

African -Am erican: 22.1

percent

Hispanic: 18.7 percent

Asian: 14.3 percent

White: 51.4 percent

African-American: I 0.7

percent

Hispanics: 15.5 percent

Asian: I7 .2 percent

Free and Reduced Meals 22.3 percent 19.9 percent

Operating Budget 1.6 billion

$10,537 per puPil

1.8 billion

Sll,O22 per puPil
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4 MARYLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS ANALYSIS

4.1 Background Information

4.1.1 Maryland State Team Action Plan Goals

In response to the 2001 report, A Call to Action to Prevent and Decrease Overweight and

Obesity and the subsequent Healthy Schools Summit report, Commitment to Change,

Maryland formed a state team to improve student nutrition. The Maryland State Team is

working to achieve three of the goals from the Commitment to Chang¿. Two of the goals

deal directly with food and eating and one pertains to fitness, a topic that is not discussed

in the present paper. The two relevant goals are:

Goal 2: Provide students in pre-kindergarten through grade 12 with

behavior-focused nutrition education integrated into the curriculum

that is interactive and teaches the skills they need to adopt healthy

eating habiß.105

Goal 8: Provide an adequate amount of time for students to eat

school meals, and schedule lunch periods at reasonable hours

around midday.l06

The State Team is particularly interested in Goal 8 and is planning a mealtime pilot

project to ensure that all Maryland students have an adequate amount of time to eat lunch

To help accomplish this goal, the State Team is conducting a study of ten local school

systems to "demonstrate that child nutrition can be improved to achieve the best

mealtime schedules."l0T A statewide assessment to identify the barriers of providing

adequate meal times, as well as the complications involved in scheduling longer

mealtimes, is currently underway. The results will serve as a means to identify areas of

improvement and "best practices" to the State Board of Education, with the intent to

impact the future development of mealtime standards.l08
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4.1.2 Maryland State Legislation on Nutrition

As of February 22,2005, the Maryland State Board of Education approved new nutrition

standa¡ds designed to reduce the amount of junk food eaten in public schools. The

standards prevent school cafeterias from selling snacks with more than 9 grams of total

fat,2 grams of saturated fat, and l5 grams of sugar. These regulations prohibit the sale of

many previously served a la carte items such as ice cream, cookies, cakes, and chips. In

addition, vending machines that sell FMNV must be turned off until after school hours as

opposed to only being turned off until the end of the lunch period. However, the

standards for the fat and sugar content and vending machines are optional and apply only

to elementary and middle schools.

State off,icials report that Maryl and's 24 school district leaders support the nutrition

guidelines, many opting to adopt guidelines that are even more stringent. For example,

Joan Stern, a Montgomery County Democrat, introduced a bill in the General Assembly

that calls for the elimination of fried foods in schools cafeterias and requires healthful

foods to be served during school activities by 2006. By 2010, the bill would impose

portion size regulations as well as limits on sodium, fat, and sugar content. Some school

districts plan to implement the standards in high school campuses as well. Under federal

law, Maryland school districts are also developing "wellness plans" for the 2006-2001

school year. These plans will provide guidelines for nutrition education and physical

activity. By January of 2006, Maryland school districts will also submit a nutrition policy

to the state board of education.l0e

4.2 Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS)

4.2.1 
^ 

Review of the MCPS Background Information

Montgomery County's public school system is the largest school system in Maryland and

the seventeenth largest school system in the United States. The county spans close to 497

square miles, and approximately one out of every seven of 942,000 county residents is a
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public school attendee. In the 2004-05 school year, it was estimated that 139,2O3 students

occupied the 192 Montgomery County schools. During this school year, 8.3 million

meals were served, and between 22-35 percent of the students received free or reduced-

price meals.llo

Like most public schools in the United States, the Montgomery County school system

focuses on student achievement, something that is generally measured through

,,performance." In this area, the county boasts ag2percent high school graduation rate. In

addition, 67 percent of the students participate in honors or advanced placement courses

and the average standardized testing results for students who took the Scholastic Aptitude

Test (SAT) was I lO2, a score that is 100 points above the national average. Of the

students who took their SATs, 51 qualified as National Merit Scholars, a distinction that

identifies a student as scoring in the top I percent of all SAT participants.lll What these

test scores indicate is that the student body is performing "above average," which when

considered in conjunction with the relatively high education budget and gradation rate,

points to a student body who is receiving a "high quality" public school education.

4.2.2 Division of Food and Nutrition Services

What does the Division of Food and Nutrition Services convey about the foods served

and schools policy on issues relating to food and nutrition?

The following is the Montgomery County Public School's Division of Food and Nutrition

Services mission:

The mission of the Division of Food and Nutrition Service is to provide appealing,

quality, nutritious meals in a cost effective and efficient operation. Dedicated

employees empowered to promote success for every student serve meals in an

innovative learning environment, respectful of each student's needs and

differences.l 
l2
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From their website, parents, teachers and students can access information on the free and

reduced price meal income guidelines. In addition, parents and students can learn about

their summer food program, which provides nutritious meals to students of low-income

backgrounds.

4.2.3 School Lunch Menus for May 2005

Current menus are available from the Division of Food and Nutrition Services web page.

Appendix 9.3 includes the elementary, middle, and high school lunch menus from May

2005. All of the menus are easy to read and include graphics to make them aesthetically

pleasing. Menus are available in English and Spanish. lncluded on all menus are the

lunch prices for students along with a key that identifies symbols for items that contain

pork and poultry and items that are meatless. Advertisements for the Montgomery

County Department of Recreation as well for the Montgomery county Health and Human

Services are included on the Elementary menu calendar. Middle and High School

students are reminded to make smart food choices. There is no nutritional information for

any of the breakfast or lunch items included on the menu calendars' ll3

The Elementary school breakfast menu includes items such as a breakfast wrap,

pancakes, cinnamon bun, cheese sandwich, and french toast sticks. Fruit and milk are

provided as well. Children may opt to choose a daily alternative of either cereal or a

bagel if they do not like what is on the menu. The Elementary school lunch menu features

items such as burgers, chicken nuggets, pizza, Teriyaki beef bites, and hot dogs- There

are always two entrée options, as well fruit and milk. Some days include a vegetarian

option such as a cheese pizza or grilled cheese sandwich. The daily vegetable ranges

from Tater Tots (the equivalent to a hash brown french fry), to carrots, to an occasional

, ,114
salao.

Lunch entrees for middle and high school students are the same. With the exception of

the ham and cheese croissant, the daily breakfast specials are identical to those offered to

the elementary students. Alternate breakfast items are available, though they are not
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listed. Also similar to the elementary menu, the middle and high school lunch menu

features items such aspizza, chicken nuggets, cheese steak subs, hamburgers, and tacos

Students have three menu items from which to choose, an extra sandwich option being

the difference from the elementary school menu. A vegetarian meal is provided most

days. Each of the daily or super specials comes with three choices of fruits and/or

vegetables, though there is no mention of available options. Students are provided with

milk at each meal.lt5

4.2.4 Nutrition Education

Nutrition education is taught in the health classroom. Students lea¡n about the food

pyramid and the importance of making healthy food choices. There are no additional

food-related lessons outside of the health program. Students do not receive hands-on

experience with food during the school day.

4.2.5 Vending Machines and A La Carte Food Items

Vending machines are not an issue in the Montgomery County school district as it is their

policy to restrict student access to vending machines during school hours. The a la carte

menu items available in the cafeteria meet the nutrition standards set by Maryland

legislation (i.e., no snacks with more than 9 grams of total fat,2 grams of saturated fat,

and l5 grams of sugar).
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5 VIRGINIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS ANALYSIS

5.1 Background Information

5.L.1 Virginia Action for Healthy Kids State Team Goals

In response to the 2001 report , A CalI to Action to Prevent and Decrease Overweight and

Obesity and the subsequent Healthy Schools Summit report, Commitment to Change,

Virginia formed a state team to improve student nutrition. The Virginia State Team is

working to achieve three of the goals from the Commitment to Chang¿. Two of the goals

deal directly with food and eating and one pertains to fitness, a topic that is not discussed

in the present paper. The two relevant goals are:

Goal 1: Provide age-appropriate and culturally sensitive instruction in health

education and physical education that helps students develop the knowledge,

attitudes, skills and behaviors to adopt, maintain, and enjoy healthy eating

habits and a physically active lifestyle' rr6

Goal 6: Ensure that healthy snacks and foods are provided in vending machines,

school stores and other venues within school grounds.llT

Over the course of their first year in action, the Virginia State Team has achieved the

following:

. Developed Nutrition Integrity Guidelines and Recommendations for

Virginia Schools;

o Developed a template for school nutrition policies;

. Created a 10th grade nutrition curriculum for health educators;

o Created a curriculum resource guide that integrates nutrition resources to

Virginia Standards of Learning for grades K-12;

¡ Presented healthy school environment strategies at several statewide

meetings;
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a

Served as an advisory group to the Virginia Commission on Youth,

provìding recommendations on the most cost efficient and effective

means to prevent obesity among Virginia youth;

Selected "best practice" schools for recognition by First Lady Lisa Collis.

As shown above, the Virginia State Team has made vast progress over the course of the

year. The development of the Nutrition lntegrity Guidelines and Recommendations for

Virginia Schools, template for the nutrition policy, l0'h grade nutrition curriculum, and

the curriculum resource guide are particularly important.

The general nutrition recommendations as stated in the Virginia Action for Healthy Kids

Recommendations for School Nutrition Standards:

o Requires all foods and beverages offered anywhere on the school campus;

to incorporate the recommendations of the Virginia Action for Healthy

Kids;

o Prohibits competitive foods of minimal nutritional value on campus during

the school daY;

o Encourages fund-raising organizations to limit the sale of high fat or high

calorie foods of minimal nutritional value;

o Encourages schools to establish a Nutrition Advisory Council consisting

of administrators, teachers, school nutrition personnel, students, parents,

and community partners. I I 8

ln conjunction with these recommendations, a Nutrition Policy template was created. The

template includes a discussion on the importance of healthy eating within the school

setting. ln addition, the template displays the ideal policy for Virginia schools to adopt,

which includes recommendations to implement a School Breakfast program, incorporate

nutrition into the curriculum, create a Nutrition Advisory Council, follow the nutritional

criteria as stated in the Virginia Action for Healthy Kids Recommendations for School

Nutrition Standards.l 
le
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In response to the growing epidemic of obesity and the poor eating habits of children and

adolescents, the Virginia State Team also developed a 10'h grade nutrition curriculum for

health educators. Lessons are in keeping with the Virginia Standards of Learning and

cover topics such as the guidelines for healthy weight management, the importance of

making healthy food choices, information on fad diets, body image, and eating disorders.

The curricuìum also covers "hunger issues" and food security within the local community

and provides information on the federal assistance programs that address these issues.l20

The Curriculum Resource Guide expands upon the 10th grade curriculum by integrating

nutrition resources to Virginia Standards of Learning for grades K-12. Age appropriate

lesson plans and ideas are included along with additional resources and information for

after school programs, cultural influences, and creating gardens at school. Student

websites are also included in an effort to engage students in a variety of fun lessons.l2l

5.1.2 Virginia State Legislation on Nutrition

The Virginia Competitive Foods Policy states that any food or beverage sold (including a

la carte menu items) in Virginia schools from 6:00 a.m. until the end of breakfast period,

and during the lunch period, must meet the specihc nutrition standard. "The foods and

beverages sold must either be a recognized component of the food based meal pattern or

must contain 5 percent of the Daily Value, per serving or per 100 calories, of at least one

of these eight essential nutrients: iron, calcium, protein, vitamin A, vitamin C, niacin,

thiamine, or riboflavin." Iced or hot coffee or tea may not be sold to students; non-

carbonated water may be sold. In addition, the money from the sale of food or drink

during the protected time periods must go to the school nutrition program account.l22

5.2 Fairfax County Public Schools

5.2.1 Review of FCPS Background Information

Fairfax County's public school system is the largest school system in Virginia and the

twelfth largest school system in the United States. The county spans 395 square miles,
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and approximately one out of every six of the 1,000,000 county residents is a public

school attendee. In the 2004-05 school year, it was estimated that 166,215 students

occupied the 205 Fairfax County schools. The lunchroom served meals to 140,000

students per day, and between 20 percent of the students received free or reduced-price

, 123meals.

In the area of student performance, the county boasts a 92 percent high school graduation

rate. ln addition, 47 .6 percent of the students participate in honors or advanced placement

(AP) courses and the average standardized testing results for students who took the

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) was I 105, a score above the national average. Of the

students who took their SATs, 213 qualified as National Merit Scholars, a distinction that

identifies a student as scoring in the top I percent of all SAT participants.r2a The high

quality education of the Fairfax County students is evident from their graduation rate and

test scores, the result of an ample education budget and qualified employee staff.

5.2.2 Division of Food and Nutrition Services

What do the Fairfax County Food and Nutrition Services convey about the foods served

and school policy on issues relating to food and nutrition?

The following is the Fairfax County Pubtic School's Division of Food and Nutrition

Services mission

V/e will provide nutritious meals that reflect current research and meet the

recommended dietary allowances for school-age children. We will provide nutrition

education in the cÌassroom with the school cafeteria serving as the nutrition

laboratory. We will serve as a nutrition education resource to the community.l2s

In addition to their mission statement, the Fairfax Office of Food and Nutrition Services

has also created a vision for the future:

The Office of Food and Nutrition Services, Fairfax County Public Schools, will

assist in developing excellence in each and every student. ln an atmosphere that
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values diversity and human resources, we will be the best Food and Nutrition

Services program in the nation by providing students food and nutrition

knowledge, skills, and values they will need for a healthy body in an ever-

changing global society. 126

To assist in maintaining their mission statement and obtaining their vision, the food

service team also created a Nutrition Integrity list (refer Appendix 9.4). Ensuring that

"every student will have the opportunity to choose nutritious foods that wìll prepare

students to learn," the Nutrition Integrity statement covers topics ranging from assurances

on food quality, to student input on menu planning, to the collaboration of lunchroom and

classroom in achieving a healthy food environment.l2?

A host of additional links are available on the Food and Nutrition websìte. From these

links viewers can lea¡n about the excellence awards that FCPS have received, which

include the 5 A Day National Excellence Award for Employee and Community

Education Efforts, as well as the Doll Food Company award of School Food service

professional of the year (awarded to Penny McConnell, the director of the food and

nutrition service). People visiting this site can also learn about food safety practices, food

and nutrition facts, and about the option of bringing food from home. Kids can locate

recipes provided by other students, and they can access food activities. Parents and

teachers may be interested in the publications section in which the menu items and

policies relating to them are explained, or in the policies and bylaws section that reviews

the contents of student lunches, the daily salad bar options, and the availability of student

breakfast.l2s

parents and teachers also have links specifically created for their use. The Facts for

Teachers page provides information on the standard student lunch menu made in

accordance with the USDA dietary guidelines. Teachers are reminded that free meals are

available to students in need and are asked to review their school's procedure. In

addition, teachers are reminded of the option of school breakfasts in l4l schools within

the district. Food sanitation, safety, and recycling information are also provided' Finally,
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an explanation about the nutrition education promotion, Give Me 5! Colors That Jive, is

provided along with the added benefit of registered dietician assistance.l'n Th" Fact sheet

for parents contains similar information with the addition of information on a la carte

menu items available for their children, school meal prices, food allergies, and student

meal accounts.l30

5.2.3 School Lunch Menus for May 2005

Current menus are available from the Food and Nutrition Services web page. Appendix

9.5 includes the elementary, middle, and high school lunch menus from May 2005. All of

the menus are easy to read and include colorful graphics. Lunch prices are also included

for elementary students as is menu nutrient analysis that details the percent of calories

from fat per menu item. Advertisements for the F,Z-B,eat birthday catering team are

included on the Elementary menu calendar.l3l

The Elementary school breakfast menu includes items such as a low-fat breakfast roll,

pancakes, french toast sticks, Bagel with cream cheese, and Turkey sausage with biscuit.

Children may also choose from alternatives of cereals, bagels, yogurt, muffins, and

nutrition bars. Fruit and milk, with the option to request soymilk, are provided daily.

Breakfast is offered in 154 of the 238 schools, so parents must contact their local school

to determine if it is served. The Elementary school lunch menu features a wide range of

items such as veggie burgers, chicken tenders, pizzabagel, fish hllet, and cheese lasagna.

There are always 4 entrée options to choose from containing a meat or meat alternative,

two different vegetables and fruits, enriched bread or a bread alternative, and skim or 1

percent unflavored and chocolate milk. In addition, all days have the option of a pretzel

and yogurt and a salad from the Energy Zone Salad Patch.l32

Student breakfast and lunch entrees for middle and high school students are similar to

those served in elementary schools, though the menu has a larger range of options from

which students can choose. For lunch, students choose from up to eight entrée choices

with the choice of two side dishes. Included in lunch entrée options are items such as
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nacho tortilla with chili, pancakes, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, various sandwich

and subs, and southwestern rice. Children are given the option of a choice of two from a

list of five options of fruits and vegetables. French fries are always among those options.

In addition, students may frequent the pizza line, which offers stuffed crust pizza, regular

pizza with a topping, and pizza bagels. Students may also opt to choose an item from the

salad bar to replace another available meal. Milk is always included.l33

A unique quality of the school menus is the student involvement in their planning. To

ensure that meals reflect student preferences, the Food and Nutrition Department

developed "taste parties" in which students evaluate and determine the placement of new

menu items. The students complete report cards on the new items so that menu planners

are provided with adequate feedback. The goal of the taste pafies is to "plan menus that

are affordable and more importantly to provide students with several nutritious choices

that they want to select and eat."l34

Another distinctive quality of the student meals is that the nutrient analysis and ingredient

information for most of the popular food items are posted in the cafeteria. All of the food

nutrient analyses and ingredient listings a¡e available upon request. Currently, FCPS is

working with their food suppliers to address the trans fatty acid content in the foods

served. 
I 35

5.2.4 Nutrition Education

The health classroom includes nutrition within the curriculum. Topics covered range

from food choice, to the importance of eating healthfully, to eating disorders and obesity

These topics are presented in accordance with the age group of the students. Outside of

health class, core curriculum teachers provide in-class time to educate K-6 students "on

the importance of healthy food choice. . .By getting involved in hands-on food

preparation, doing tasting activity puzzles, and taking home nutrition activities for the

family, students learn the value of nutrition right from the start."l3ó
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The FCPS director, Penny McConnell also developed a program called Color Me Five!

Colors That Jive!. This program, for student in K-6 grades, promotes the importance of

eating five fruits and vegetables every day. Students are introduced to new fruits and

vegetables in the lunchroom. In addition students complete classroom activities that

correspond with the fruits and vegetables of the week such as Give Me 5 ! Bingo, Kids

Cooking, and the Fruit and Vegetable Trivia Challenge. In the classroom, kids learn how

to make banana splits, cinnamon apple wraps, and dried fruìt snacks along with many

other age-appropriate healthy snacks.t3t

5.2.5 Vending Machines and A La Carte Food ltems

All vending in FCPS is done through the Food and Nutrition Service in conjunction with

the school administration. The nutrition department determined it was necessary to

manage its own vending in order to maintain the level of standard of the Nutrition

integrity outlines in their mission, vision, and Nutrition Integrity statements. Vending

machines are available in close to half of the Fairfax County Public Schools, bringing in

three million dollars in annual sales. Items such as low fat granola bars, milk, and 100

percent juices are available in vending machines. All of the items meet the USDA

nutritional standa¡ds. 
I 38

The a la carte menu items also meet USDA standards. Unlike other school districts, the

FCPS district has a competitive food regulation, stating that nothing can be sold in

competition with the school food service program for the duration of school day hours.

However, soft drinks and candy are available during after school hours for high school

students. During the school day, parents have the option of limiting their children's a la

carte purchases by restricting the money in the students' food account to breakfast and

lunch only. l3e

To ensure that healthy foods are served in vending machines and at the a la carte section

of the lunchroom, the food service team developed its own brand, Energy Zone, complete

with a mascot wearing school colors and a label for all of its packaged products (e.g.,EZ
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sandwich wraps andEZ bottled water). The success of the brand is reflected in product

sales. For example, over 44,000 bottles of EZwater were sold in2OO2.ta0
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6 DISCUSSION

The contrast between the analysis of the Montgomery County and Fairfax County school

systems illuminates a number of factors that contribute to a more successful food

environment. Although both schools provide healthy foods for their students, the efforts

of Fairfax County point to the importance of creating an ove¡all healthy food

environment as opposed to one that is limited to the lunchroom.

6.1 Montgomery County Public Schools

The MCPS system provides a moderately varied menu for students, though the nutrient

content of the menu is not accessible. The district's vending machine policy ensures that

students cannot buy FMNV during school hours, and Maryland State legislation provides

limits on the a la ca¡te items sold. The district also has some powerful government

officials vying for a more healthful food environment such as a Montgomery County

politician, who introduced a bill to eliminate fried foods in school cafeterias and require

healthful foods to be served durìng school activities by 2006'

In terms of the approaches used to create a healthy food environment, they succeed in

establishing nutrition standards and limiting student access to competitive foods. The

choice to not have vending machines within school grounds does affect food and

beverage contracts, in that the MCPS are saying no to vending contracts prevents the sale

of FMNV. As of yet, fundraising activities for the school do not always promote healthy

food choices, as students may choose to sell candy bars and pizza to raise money for

various school activities. In addition, there are no food-related advertisements on school

grounds. Finally, although the MCPS gives their students some choice in menu selection,

the next chapter illustrates a school district that exceeds the MCPS menu selection.

The complete absence of nutrition education efforts is disconcerting. 'What minimal

direction students receive in health class about food is far from adequate. The Maryland

Action for Healthy Kids State Team recognizes the importance of such instruction and

has listed it as a priority. The contrast between the State Team goal and the action taken
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by the MCPS system points to the need for a health advocate within the schools

themselves. Perhaps the MCPS 2006 nutrition policy (as mandated by Maryland

legislation) will address the lack of hands-on and behavior-oriented food efforts within

the district. Perhaps too, the MCPS mission statement will encompass more than

providing healthy foods for students, which is an area in which the county succeeds.

6.2 Fairfax County Schools

As evidenced from the aforementioned information, the Fairfax County Public School

system succeeds in providing a healthier food environment in a number of ways. Their

menus provide a wide range of options from which students can choose. In addition,

students have access to fruits and vegetables as well as a salad bar, soy products and

vegetarian meal options. The nutritional content of the menu is both accessible in the

lunchroom as well as available upon request, giving students the option to choose or

refuse a meal based on its ingredients or nutrient qualities. Furlhermore, healthful

vending and a la carte items ensure that the FCPS competitive foods policy is upheld.

Finally, the creation of the Energy Zone brand and products introduces children to

positive marketing techniques that promote healthful food choices.

The above food success techniques reveal that the FCPS system utilizes flve out of the

six primary approaches used to promote healthy eating. Their approaches include making

more healthful foods and beverages available, establishing nutrition standards for

competitive foods, limiting student access to competitive foods, influencing food and

beverage contracts (i.e., creating their own brand of products and managing their own

vending as opposed to signing a contract with an unhealthy vendor), and marketing

healthy foods to children.tot As of yet, fundraising activities for the school do not always

promote healthy food choices, as students may choose to sell candy bars and pizzaÍo

raise money for various school activities.

Inside the classroom, students lea¡n about the importance of making healthy food

choices. In addition students are provided some hands-on experiences with cooking,

though the time in which students receive instruction on food preparation is limited.

Parents are included in the in-class education and lunchroom activities through
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newsletters. The Food and Nutrition website also provides ample information about the

current nutrition efforts within the FCPS district.

6.3 Emergent Themes

The analysis on the Fairfax County Public School reveals that this school district is

indeed performing above average in providing children with a variety of nutritious meals,

educating children in the classroom about the importance of nutrition and food, and

involving students, teacher, and the community in the p¡ocess of creating a healthy food

environment. This district also exemplifies that the impetus for changing the school food

environment often begins with the vision of a leader, such as Penny McConnell. Sharing

her vision with others and using her power to initiate the multiple-step process of

improving school nutrition is the difference between a mediocre food environment and a

thriving one.

The keys to the FCPS success lay in their innovative attitude, customer focus, positive

partnerships, and the devotion to their Nutrition Integrity guidelines. The school district's

innovative attitude to be flexible to meet the challenges of a diverse student body is made

evident by the number of ways in which they reach the students, teachers, parents, and

community members to change the food environment. Customer focus is also a key

element, as student eat with their eyes as well as their mouths. The creation of the school

brand not only visually introduces students to positive marketing, but also encourages

them to make healthy choices. Developing positive partnerships with food service

individuals (or in the case of FCPS, creating your own vending and food brand) further

creates a rapport with the students, parents, and community. Finally, the impoÍance of

creating food policies and missions, which are upheld to a specific set of standa¡ds such

as those outlined in the FCPS Nutrition Integrity statement, are also crucial in creating a

healthy school environment.l42
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6.4 An Absence of a Gastronomic Education

ln analyzing the Montgomery and Fairfax County school systems, the factors reviewed

dealt primarily with nutrition, both within the lunchroom and classroom. Certainly it is

important to educate children about nutrition and to provide them with healthy lunches.

However there seems to be a gap between children understanding how to make proper

food choices and children making choices based on an educated sense of taste, touch,

sound, and sight. How, for example, would children who have never visited a farm with

fresh grown tomatoes or a Parisian market selling freshly baked, preservative free bread,

know the pleasures of taking that first delicious bite of an ordinary food that seems

suddenly so extraordinary? Even in some of the best nutrition environments, such as

Fairfax County, a gastronomic education of the SenSeS is largely absent.

The following chapter defines gastronomy and describes its relevance to educating

students about food and eating. Examples of three existing gastronomic programs are

reviewed. In addition, research to support the presence of such programs is included, as

are suggestions for future research in the area'
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7 THE PLACE OF GASTRONOMY IN SCHOOLS

7.1 DefÏning Gastronomy

Brillat-Savarin described gastronomy as "the reasoned comprehension of everything that

concerns us insofar as we sustain ourselves."to'Thir definition is often cited in text

because its broad implications encompass the role of consumption, sociability, and

communication within the realm of gastronomy. However, the contemporary

interpretation of the meaning of gastronomy now addresses the production and

preparation of food, as well as how, when, where, and why it is consumed. The

importance of this contemporary definition is that it introduces the role of cultural

ideologies and their influences on gastronomic practices.laa

The word gastronomy does not simply encompass all that has to do with food - it also

brings with it a connotation of eating for enjoyment or, as La Rochefoucauld wrote,

eating intelligently as an art form. A volume of the Encyclopedia Britannica from the

1930s help illustrate the art of gastronomy:

[Gastronomy] is an art because it demands the cooperation of all the senses. The

crispness of fried dishes and pastry is agreeable to the ear. The softness of well-

thickened sauces and meltin gfoies gras, the succulent freshness of fruit, are

pleasant to the touch. Is there anything more delightful to the eye than a dish a¡z

gratin, with its captive flavors imprisoned under its golden dome? Do not odors

like those of seasonings of herbs, or of truffles, afford the highest possible

gratification to the sense of smell? Of the palate there is no need to speak.la5

The benefit of encouraging students to enjoy the sensual aspects of fresh foods is that

children can learn that eating is not simply about making healthful choices based on

calories and numbers; rather, healthy food choices can also encompass delicious, fresh,

fragrant cuisine that provokes thoughts outside of nutrition. Perhaps it is the fbods

themselves, their quality and freshness, or the atmosphere (or both) that evoke such an
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eating experience. Whatever the reason, a gastronomic experience is one in which a

certain sense of awareness about the foods being eaten exists, whether, for example, in

terms of their taste, cultural significance, environment, or even in relation to a past

memory.

Gastronomic experiences can permeate the school envi¡onment both in the lunchroom

and classroom. The following section presents four examples of gastronomy entering the

lunchroom and classroom through improving school meals and the cafeteria environment,

connecting school and students with local farmers and fresh produce, and incorporating

school gardens and kitchen classrooms as part of the curriculum.

7.2 Gastronomy in Schools

7.2.1 Gastronomy in the Lunchroom

As evidenced from the analysis of Montgomery and Fairfax County schools, school lunch

meals are becoming more healthful. School food service officials are purchasing meals

with lower fat, saturated fat, and calories, and with higher amounts of nutrients and

vitamins. This is certainly a crucial development in ensuring the health of students.

However, cafeteria food is still a product purchased in bulk that has been frozen and

laden with preservatives to prevent spoiling. Freshness of ingredients is often not a part

of the equation. The foods served in the lunchroom are generally the equivalent of store-

bought frozen foods that bare little to no resemblance to the items in their natural state.

For example, the frozen pizza served in school cafeterias comes out in single serving

squares, with a white starch crust, a layer of canned tomatoes paste, and shredded pre-

packaged mozza¡ella cheese.

The kitchen of Long Island City High School has addressed the issue of freshness rn

school food by switching "from typical fare to cafeteria haute cuisine."l46 To accomplish

this, the district hired a renowned chef to take charge of cafeteria foods. Chef Jorge Leon

Callazo has improved the cafeteria atmosphere drastically by treating students like the
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customers he once served in restaurants and corporate dining rooms. Certainly there are

too many mouths to feed to prepare everything from scratch within the school cafeteria.

However, School Chef Jorge is combining the reheating of certain foods with the added

bonus of homemade sauces and fresh side dishes. In addition, he uses his buying power

to force change among food manufacturers. ln particular, he will not accept the breaded

pieces of meat that the school once received, and instead demands "a plain chicken breast

or a plain piece of fish that we could put a good, low-fat cacciatore ot guisado sauce

,,t47on.

In addition to improving the nutritional quality of foods served, he has also enhanced the

taste, presentation, and popularity of the foods served in the largest school district in the

nation. School food service individuals under Jorge's command participate in intensive

culinary training programs, so that they can provide students with foods that have been

prepared and presented in innovative ways and with quality ingredients. Various ethnic

dishes are incorporated daily in the menu to attract a diverse student population, and

students a¡e asked to cornment on their likes and dislikes.las

What is unique about Jorge's methods of creating a healthier food environment is not

necessarily the inclusion of healthier foods, but rather it is the notion that cafeterias are

venues in which to present children with delicious and fresh foods. Eating can be fun as

well as healthful. Schools have the opportunity to use their buying power to demand

fresher and healthier ingredients, and they can provide staff with adequate training to

present innovative dishes that resemble home cooking as opposed to store-bought frozen

foods. The success of Jorge's cafeteria renovation is illustrated by the increase in student

purchase of school meals.

In addition to improving the quality of the foods served, it is possible to improve the

quality of the dining atmosphere. Alice Waters, owner of Chef Panisse Restaurant and

founder of the Edible Schoolyard, describes the importance of the dining atmosphere:

The dining room exists to serve the students. . . and it speaks for the school

district. The message should be, 'We value you.' Everything that you're looking
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at, everything you taste and smell and hear, how we greet you, how you feel here

is telling you that we value you, and that we're really taking good care of you.'

The environment of the common dining room tells students explicitly, and it tells

them unconsciously, how the school district feels about them . . .The message is

embedded in the surroundings of the dining room, in the ways people relate to one

another, and in the food itsetf. It speaks to nourishment of the whole person, in an

environment of hospitality health, and respect.l4e

The Center for Ecoliteracy has researched the important factors in creating a pleasing

dining experience. Included are issues such as the lighting, the sound level, the time

allowed for eating, the wall decoration, the way food is prepared and served, and the

quality of social interactions that take place during meals. Drawing from a number of

various schools that succeed in one or more of these areas, the Center for Ecoliteracy

reviews the ways in which dining experience encompasses more than food. For example,

by creating a family-style table, students can learn and practice manners, respect, and

patience. To achieve this family style environment, the foods are served to the students

seated at the table (as opposed to students standing in a line). The foods are also left on

the table so that students are sharing and passing food around.!50

Waters created this style of dining by including tablecloths, non-disposable silverware,

and candles. In addition, students are seated at round tables so as to encourage

communication and sharing. Research confirms that the pleasing sights, soothing sounds

combined with the smell and taste of fresh foods encourages students to participate in

school meals. In addition, research points to the effectiveness of student involvement in

determining the necessary dining room changes. Finally, evidence supports the

recommendation for longer lunches such that adequate meal time influences meals

satisfaction and encourages student involvement in the school lunch p.ogta-.ttt Future

research on the totality of the dining room factors in the influence on student food choice

and eating habits would further illustrate the long-term positive impacts of the dining

experience in schools.
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7.2.2 Extending Gastronomy from the Lunchroom to the Classroom

An innovative program that helps students enjoy delicious foods and ìearn about them in

the classroom is the Farm to School initiative. Farm to School connects schools with

local farmers with "the objectives of serving healthy meals in school cafeterias,

improving student nutrition, providing health and nutrition education opportunities that

will last a lifetime, and supporting small farmers." To achieve these goals, schools buy

and feature farm fresh foods, such as vegetables, fruits, eggs, honey, meat, and beans.

The participating schools are then expected to incorporate nutrition-based lessons into the

classroom, as well as to provide students with experiential learning opportunities through

fa¡m visits, gardening projects, and recycling prog.u-s.ttt

Children benefit from the partnerships of farms with schools because they receive an

education that makes a connection between the foods they eat to the source of their

growth. Furthermore, the multifaceted approach of incorporating farm food into learning

experiences allows children to better relate to how these foods affect their health, the

local farmer, and the communitY.

Experienced-based learning initiatives with food are also an important development in

connecting the lessons learned in the classroom with the foods served in schools. Projects

such as the Edible Schoolyard integrate organic gardening and cooking into students'

daily life. The students of Martin Luther King Junior Middle School in Berkeley,

California participate weekly in the process of planting and nurturing crops. Garden

classes reinforce the hands-on work in the garden by teaching the principles of ecology,

origins of food, and the importance of respect for all living systems. In the kitchen

classroom, students "complete the cycle of food production" by preparing and eating

seasonal dishes from the produce grown in the garden. This "Seed to Table" experience

simultaneously exposes children to concepts of nutrition, food production, and ecology,

and "fosters an appreciation of meaningful work, and of fresh and natural food."l53
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For the Martin Luther King Junior Middle School, the success of the Edible Schoolyard

led to a number of other important developments, such as the adoption of a food policy

(as of 1999)154 and the involvement of legislation in removing the sale of junk food in

schools (as of lll/04).tss The importance of this development is in the shared recognition

that in order to create a school atmosphere conducive to the development of change in

food choices, all parties (students, parents, teachers, school administrators, and

government officials) must be considered and involved in the process. The policy process

is also important because it necessarily involves integrating programs, such as Farm to

School and kitchen gardens, with classroom curriculum and school lunches.l56

While little long-term research has been conducted, what evidence does exist points to

the positive impact of combining hands-on experience with the growth and preparation of

food and food-based lessons in the curriculum. For example, an assessment on the impact

of the Edible Schoolyard revealed several trends:

o Increased academic achievement in math and science;

¡ Greater understanding of the garden cycle;

o Improvement in psychosocial adjustment;

o Increased knowledge of ecosystems, sustainable agriculture, and 'sense

of Place;'

o lmprovements in numbers of fruit and vegetable servings

o Increased enthusiasm of teachers as a result of improved student

learning.l5T

Kay Richardson conducted qualitative research on a similar kitchen garden program in

Australia. She found that experience with the garden and in the kitchen helped the

children in:

. . . becoming confident and trusting their own abilities and those of others

[which] allows the students to build on prior knowledge and change pre-

conceived ideas about how food is grown, harvested, prepared, cooked and eaten.

The students are therefore more accepting of new foods and willing to try foods

that they had previousìy not liked . . .ls8
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Finally, a study on the Cookshop Program, a similar health-related initiative in American

schools, which focuses on a holistic approach to promoting sustainable food choices,

reveaìed that involving the whole community in incorporating healthy eating messages in

school lunches and the classroom was "effective in changing food behaviors and

positively impacted on behavioral intentions in younger children and self-efficacy of

older children."l5e

Future research in this area should include longitudinal studies, which would provide the

concrete evidence necessary to conclude the relevance of teaching the connections

between food, health, and the environment. Furthermore, virtually none of the present

initiatives directly incorporate a component of physical fitness. Accordingly, the potential

for these food programs to increase physical activity or to affect an understanding of the

impofance of physical activity is nonexistent.

Also, there is little information on the psychological and psychosocial impacts of the

program. perhaps research on how the childhood experience in the kitchen garden affects

issues of self-esteem and self-efficacy in adolescent years could reveal the relevance of

hands-on experience with food in easing adolescent disordered eating behavior. Certainly

a change in the relationship between children and food has implications within the realm

of childhood obesity and other disordered eating behaviors, such as anorexia, that more

commonly surface in adolescence.

Despite the lack of research in the area of how improving the nutritional content and

appeal of school lunches affect children, it is clear that what evidence does exist is

positive. These positive implications, combined with the research existing on the

importance of hands-on and project-based learning, indicate the potential for programs

such as Farm to School and the Edible Schoolyard to provide a foundation in the

formation of food-reìated values as they relate to a sense of responsibility for the health

of individuals, communities, and the environment.l60
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8 CONCLUSION

Because obesity continues to plague American school children, it is important to employ

preventative measures in which children learn about and critìcally discuss food from an

early age. By approaching food in a holistic manner in the schools, through the inclusion

of parents, teachers, government officials, and community members, it is possible for

children to develop their food choices within a more health conscious realm. lndeed, the

adoption of food policies by boards of education, as well as the passing of state

legislation laws that limit the sales of high fat, high-sugar, highly processed foods at

schools, are positive signs of change.

The review of the two school districts in Montgomery County and Fairfax County act as

a microcosm of the range of school-based efforts to provide an education on food and

nutrition. The success of Fairfax County in creating a positive and healthy food

atmosphere in the lunchroom and the classroom, as well as in engaging their students in

this process of change, is important because their example sets the bar for an environment

in which the health of American students is paramount. In addition, the contrast between

the two school districts is particularly interesting because they do not differ in available

resources, yet they differ greatly in the progress of their nutrition effofs. The importance

of the factors that contributed to this difference such as school policy, student

involvement, marketing efforts, selection of foods, in-class education about food and

nutrition, are illu strated.

What also becomes evident f¡om the comparison of the two counties is that it is not a

matter of budget, location, or size that determines the potential success of creating a

healthier food environment for children; rather, it is a commitment to change and having

a person or group of people with vision to follow through with enforcing that change. As

was evident through the contrast between the Maryland Action for Healthy Kids goals

and the existing Montgomery County school efforts - which didn't provide behavior-

based learning experiences or longer lunch periods - school districts themselves need

their own goals and leaders in order to succeed. This point is exemplified in the case of
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Fairfax County as it is the director of Food Services, Penny McConnell, who is the

driving force in making positive change. Through her efforts she has created a self-

sustaining environment in which nutrition is a priority'

Addressing nutrition in an advanced district such as Fairfax County illuminates an area

that is absent from most school-based food initiatives: an education of the senses in

which children learn to taste, touch, hear, and see the foods they eat, the environments

from which they grow, and their methods of preparation. The success of chef Jorge's

cafeteria and the research provided on renovating the lunchroom environment illustrate

the impact of providing innovative and fresh foods to students in a pleasant atmosphere

(i.e., higher participation in and enjoyment of the school meal program). Similarly,

innovative projects such as the National Farm to School program and the Edible

Schoolyard are important steps in both helping children to appreciate and understand the

foods rhey eat and in building a foundation for healthy adolescent and adult eating

patterns. Barlow accurately describes the importance of incorporating enriched food-

learning experiences into the school curriculum:

. . .experiences of growing food in school gardens, preparing meals in the kitchen

classroom, enjoying delicious lunches in the cafeteria, and visiting local,

sustainable operated family farms, contribute to an educational setting in which

the connections between diet, human health, the environment and our collective

future [are] demonstrated.l6l

Rather than students battling obesity through unsuccessful diets, pills, and disordered

eating habits, gastronomy helps students appreciate the sensual enjoyment of eating fresh,

nutritious, well-prepared cuisine. Well-educated eaters, who are aware of how the foods

they eat affect their bodies, as well as their environment, and who can enjoy the act of

eating for all its many sensual and social pleasures will "discover that the relationship of

pleasure and health in eating is not, aS we've been hearing for a hundred years,

necessarily one of strife, but that the two might again be mar¡ied at the table."l62
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9 APPENDICES

9.1 An Overview of Intervention Program Outcomes

Sch ool-Based Dietarv Interuention Studies

School-based inrerventions to improve food choices and dietary quality
among students have been designed primarily as multifaceted interventions
that include one or more of the followrng components:

. Changes in food service and the food environment (e.g., food avail-
abiliry, preparation methods, price)

. Promotional activities (cafeteria-based or schoolwide)

. Classroom curricula on nutrition education and behavioral skills

. Parental involvement (e.g., informational newsletters or parent-
child home activities).

Most often these interventions have targeted total fat, saturated fat, or
fruit and vegetable intake. In addition, they may have addressed other
weight-related behaviors such as physical activity or television viewing (re-

viewed larer in this chapter). This section focuses on the large-scale con-

trolled intervention studies that have examined weight status or body mass

index (BMI) changes as an outcome measure. A much larger literature
exists on school-based interventions to change the dietary behaviors of
students, including the S-A-Day and Know Your Body studies (Walter et

al-, 1,985; Hearn et al., 1'998).
Evaluation of the literature on such interventions is complicated be-

cause of their variety and the multicomponent nature of their designs,

making comparisons of results difficult. In addition, differences exist across

studies in the number and types of food-related behaviors and age groups
targeted. Studies based in elementary, middle, and high schools differ not
oniy in the developmental stage of the students, but in the corresponding
physical and social environments, which contrast dramatically, for example,
in the availability of à la carte foods, fast foods, snack bars, and vending
machines. High school students are also more likely than elementary or
middle school students to leave campus during the iunch period. These

variahles may moderate the effects of interventions designed to influence
fooci choices in the school setting.
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dietary and physical activity behaviors, including lower fat
self-reported physical activity levels in the students in
schools (Caballero et al., 2003). The goal of the food service,i,ntervention-
to reduce the fat content of the school meals-was achievêd. Both the
CATCH and Pathways interventions show the feasibiliry of making posi-
tive changes in the school food environment, but also the challenges still to
be faced in designing þrimary obesity prevention interventisns in,schsols.
As pointed out by the researchers in the Pathways study, ¡estriction of
energy intake is not an option in schools because there are studints who are
below the fifth BMI percentile, additionally, the schootr nrrals programs
have to meet minimum mandatory levels for calorie content {Caballero et
al., 2003).

Several other school-based intervention studies have shown significant
effects on body weight outcomes; these studies tested multicornponent in-
terventions not limited only to targeting dietary change. Planet Health
reported reductions in the prevalence of obesity among girls only
(Gortmaker et al., 1999), and the Stanford Adolescent Heart Health Pro-
gram observed reductions in BMI, triceps skinfold thickness, antl subscapu-
Ia¡ skinfold thickness among boys and girls (Killen et al., 1988).

Overall, school-based interventions, both multicomponent and single
component, have produced healthful food choices among students. Envi-

The Child and Adolescent Trial for Cardiovascular Health (CATCH),
the largest and most comprehensive school-based intervention yet under-
taken, targeted diet and physical activity behaviors as secondary outcome
variables (Box7-2). This randomized trial involving 96 elernentary schools
did not ¡esult in significant.changes in body weight; however, significant
changes did occur in the school food environrnent and in reported dietary
intakes by students (Luepker et al., 1996). Compared to cor.rtrol schools,
the fat content of meals at the intervention school meals was substantially.
lowered, and intervention students' reported dietary fat inta.ke was signifi-
cantly reduced relative to that of control students. Also, as noted below in
the discussion on physical activiry, the percentage of physical education
classroom time with mode¡ate to vigorous physical activiry inc¡eased in the
intervention schools. The researchers speculated that the for the
lack of changes in physiologìc risk facto¡s may be related and
development stage of the students or to the relatively low
changes in food intake and physical activity levels ( 1996)

Pathways, a large, multicomponent school-ba,sed i
as an obesity pfevention study, was conducted among
American-Indian children in reservation schools over a

ballero et al., 1,998). Pathways did not significantly
change, but significant intervention-related changes w€re sorne
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ronmental interventions, which target reduced consumption of high-fat

foods and greater intake of fruits and vegetables through variations in

availabiliry, pricing, and promotion in the school environment (\øhitaker et

a1.., 1993, tOl+; Luepker et al., 1,996; Caballero et al., 1.998; Perry et al.,

L998,2004; Reynolds et a1.,2000; French et al., 2001.,2004; French and

Stables, 2003) -ay have a particularly significant independent effect on

food choices (French et a1.,200L; French and Stables, 2003). But their

impacts are perhaps smaller in magnitude than when depioyed as part of a

,rrul,i.o-ponent intervention program (Perry et al., 1'998,2004; French et

al.,200L; French and Stables, 2003).
Because classroom education/behavioral skills curricula, for example,

have typically been embedded in a multicomponent program, the effective-

ness of-this intervention component is difficult to evaluate as an isolated

strategy. Furthermore, cautiqn is needed in interDreting studies of self-

,.port, of dietar;' intakes, which may be subject to reporting errors and

bias.
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Recent and Ongoing Pilot Program

Several pilot programs have been developed at the school, district,

srare, and federal levels to explore strategies to increase fruit and vegetable

consumption among students in school. The committee is not aware of any

published outcome evaluation of these studies but the programs are de-

scribed here to illustrate current approaches that may warrant continued

funding and more systematic analysis. The most recent and perhaps largest

effort to increase the availabiliry and consumption of fresh fruits and veg-

etables was implemented by USDA during the 2002-2003 school year

(Buzby et al., 2003). One hundred schools in four states (Indiana, Iowa,

Michigan, and Ohio) and seven schools in New Mexico's Zwi Indian

Tribal Organization participated in the pilot program, which distributed

fruit and vegetables free to participating schools. Schools could choose

when and how to distribute the produce to students. The program re-

quested, however. that the fruits and vegetables be made avaiiable to stu-

á.n., outside the regular schooi meai periods. Due to limited funding, nc
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quantirative d.ata were coilecteci on rhe effects oi the program on stucients'

truit and vegetable consumption cr on anl/ other Cietary outcomes. Hor¡'-

ever, schools and schooi fooci-service staff reported that the program was

positively received (Buzbv et ai.,2003), anci rhere are plans to expand the

program. A similar program was developed and pilot-testeci on a national
basis in the United Kingdom beginning in 2000. As far as the committee is
aware) no quantitative evaluation data are availabie (United Kingdom De-

partment of Health, 2002).
The Deparrment of Defense's Fresh Produce Program has been working

with schools in several states to provide fresh produce for the school meal

programs. Schoois have also begun to incorporate produce from school

gardens (Morris and Zidenberg-Cherr, 2002; Stone, 2002), school salad

bars (USD A,2002), and farmers' markets (Misako and Fisher, 2002) into
the school meal program in an effort to increase student participation and

specifically to increase their fruit and vegetable consumption (Box 7-3).

Evaluation of these and other similar programs is important in determining
the effects of these changes on student dietary behaviors.

Next Steps

As discussed above, several large-scale school-based intervention stud-
ies demonstrate that changes in the school food environment can impact
srudenrs' dietary choices and improve the ntrtrient quality of their diets

while at school.
Schools, school districts, and state educational agencies need to ensure

that all meals served or sold in schools are in compliance with the Dietary
Guidelines for Americans. Additionally, schools should focus on improving

, SoUReÉ,i É"diot'é's¿t¡ooiyaËd,
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;c,Oc Cualjt,'ir, lt.. SC]rCCj ltie¿,r Ì-::CgleftS. ^ilCr-aS;';,g ti,e avaiiabijiil, OÍ
urhoie-graìn foocs. iou'-iar mjji,:. a:ic fr-esh iocai r:iociuce u'ili not oniv be

more healthfui for partrcipating srucìents. but has tlit potential to atrract
greater partrclpatron.

Current nutritional standards are extremelv ljmited for regulating com-
petjtive foods soici in schools, ancj man-r, schoois are selling high-calorie,
energ),-dense food and beverage items. often in contpetition with schooi
meaì programs. To ensure that foods and beveraees sold or served to stu-
dents in school are healthful, IJSDA. with independent scientific advice,
should establish nutritional standards for all food and beverage items served
or sold in schoois. Such standards need to be applied to all meals and all
foocìs and beverages served or sold withìn the schooi environment.Z Among
the many nutritional issues, consideration should be given to setting stan-
dards for the fat and sugar content of school foocis, because they are often
high in calories and in energy densitl'. State education agencies and local
school boards should adopt and implement these standards or develop
stricter standards for their local schools. Without such schoolwide stan-
dards, different sources compete for student sales under unequal condi-
tions. Such competitive practices often give unfair advantage to those sell-
ing less healthful food and beverage items to students. Providing and
enforcing uniform standards for meals, foods, and beverages on a school-
wide basis also establishes a social norm for healthfui eating behaviors. The
standards ensure that the school environment is one in which healthful
eating is promoted and modeled, consistent with nutritìon education mes-
sages taught in the classroom.

It is important that evaluations be conducted to assess the impact of
changes on competitive foods'nutritional value and avaiiability, on student
dietary quality, and on revenues generated by food and beverage sales.

Evaluations of the school food environment ma\¡ benefit from point-of-
sen'ice purchase information available from automated systems in school
cafeterias. Additionally, evaluations of the efficacv and effectiveness of
school-based multicomponent interventions a e needed to determine
whether these programs should be continued, replicated, expanded, or re-
placed.

In efforts to make changes in school foods. the school food industrl'
should be an important partner in deveioping innovatjve approaches to
preparing and serving healthful foods and beverages. Training of school

2Such changes jn federai reguJarions mav require ciranges jn USDA's authorit\,, as USDA's
current authorit-r'extends onll' ¡s foods solci in tbe cafeteria and other school food-service
areas ciuring scìrool meaì periods (GAO, 2004.¡.
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nurrition and food-service personnel shoulci include a focus on obesity
prevention efforts. Furtherrnore, as schools are built or renovated, school
districts should take into consideration plans for school kitchens that have
adequate'prep;aration and serving space as well as plans for school cafete-
rias that are of. adequate size and layout so that srudents will not be rushed,
uncomfortable, or scheduled to eat lunch too early or too late in the school
d"y.
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Behavioral Nutrition and Ph,vsical Activity curricula

Asdescribed.below,researc'hfindingsStrpPorttheeffectiveRessofbe-
havior-oriente.d,curricula-:based on self.rnonitoring, goal'setting; feedback

about,behavior,change efforts,'incentives, and reinforôernent methods-in
physical activity. Ski'll-building ac'

desired behaviors and have a chance

feedback, are effective learning stra't-

egies.-"-- 
Ho*rver, there iS still rnuch to learn about the elements of nutrition

"od 
piyrlcal aetivþ education programs that are key to changing behav-

ior, 
"o¿ 

,,1b,r"qu"rrtþ,. body.*uig.h,t. The most com'r'nonly used theoretical

f¡a¡,nework fo¡ d.r."l'r,pirrg'behavior,based. school interventions is soeial

cog-;r;"," th,eor:y. (scTI'(Bãndura, 1'98,6l. "self-efficacy," i'n pa'rtictrlar, or

i¡. ir'.rr.,'s abilitl' to perforrn a spgci{ic þeha1igr, 
is a central

cone lf.ef{icacy is entrar.rced through skills building, Practic'ing

and behavior with feedback and reinforcement' and observ-

ing modeled'behavior'
A rece.nt revicw of 16 school'based cardiovascular risk factor Preven-

tion interventiorl studies found that interventions were fnost effective in

s setf-efficacy and outcome exPecta-

ing, physiological variables such as

1997). However, these stud'ies are

versiry of their intervention cornpo-

neRts and the prirnary, some interventions were only

il;á on .i"rrroorn cu incltrde changes in the school

food environment or PE classes'

Two of the most ambitious heahh behavior change interventions have

beerrCnfCH and Pathways;'descri,bed above (Box 7-2).Btrt despite tre-

mendotrs cornmitments of resources and expertise, intervention effects were

significant for some of the reported behavioral changes but not for the
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objectivei-\/ measureci pht'sioìogicaì chan¡lcs, rncìuding BMI or br¡dy fatness
(Luepker et al., 1996; Caballero et ai., 1998; Davis et al., .1999). The
specific effects of the classroom curricula could not be evalusmd'-:because

the studies \Mere implemented as multicomponent interventions.',,inclgding
indivjdual-level intervention targets (e.g., student knowledge a,nd'behavior)
and environmental intervention targets (e.g,, school meals, PE clastcs).

An interesting contrast is provided by the r.esuits of the Pla¡lct,Hralth
inte¡vention (Gortmaker et al., 1999), which air¡ed to reduce thc.p.rcva-
lence of obesity among students in grades six through eight. Ten rachsoJs

were randomized to intervention or control for a Z-year period, a '**re
jnterventions were classroom-based only; they,dici not include schooli{o.pd
service, physical activjty, or other environnrental.change components. elat¡.
room intervention sessions, which featured behavj,oral skills developrneár
and strategies (e.g., self-assessment and goal.sefiing) .were incorporeted'
into different curriculum content areas; behavjo¡s:.targ€.t€d for changc,,,in-
cluded increases in fruit and vegetable intake , increases,i'n physical activ.i*y,,

and decreases in television viewing time. At rhe end of the study, obesi¡y
prevalence among girls in the five intervention sCh,ools was significantl.y
lower than among girls in the five contro'l schools. Diflerences in obesity
prevalence were not significant among boys. Analysis of changes in behav-
ioral variables showed that decreases in television view.ing were signifi-
cantly associated with decreases in obesity prevalence arnong the girls. Thr
reason for the lack of an inte¡vention effect in boys'is not clear. There are
few controlled studies in this a¡ea and further research is needed.

Curriculum-only interventions have also resulted in significant reduc-
¡ions in BMI or skinfolds among both boys and girls. The Stanford Adoles-
rent Heart Health Program targeted tenth-graders in a four-school random-
ized controlled rial (Killen et al., 1,988). In addition to changes in body
:omposition, the 20-session classroom curriculum also produced signifi-
:ant improvements in fitness.

Source:

lnstitute of Medicine of the National Academies. "Schools." Preventing childhood

Obesity: Health in the Balance. Edited by Jeffrey P. Koplan, Catharyn T'

Liverman, and Vivica I. Kraak. Washington D.C-: The National Academic Press'

2005,231-284.
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9.2 The Commitment to Change

Healthy schools, those that support good nutrition and physical activity as part of a total

learning environment, produce healthy students. Healthy students are better able to

develop and learn. Healthy students, who achieve their educational potential, form

healthy communities. Healthy communities build a healthy America. The underlying

premise of the Healthy Schools Summit is that all schools in America should provide a

healthy environment where children learn and participate in positive dietary and lifestyle

behaviors and practices. By facilitating learning through the support and promotion of

good nutrition and physical activity, schools contribute to the basic health status of

children, thereby optimizing their performance potential, and ensuring that no child is left

behind. For many schools, to provide a healthy environment requires significant change.

Therefore, it is essential to form public-private partnerships among the various parties

who influence the school environment and curriculum, and those who can influence the

adoption of policies and practices that support healthier lifestyles as outlined in a number

of recent reports, including:

1. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The Surgeon General's Call

to Action to Prevent and Decrease Overweight and Obesity. Rockville, MD: U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service, Office of the

Surgeon General, December 2OOl,

2. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Foods Sold in Competition with School Meal

Programs: A Report to Congress. Alexandria, VA: U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service, August 20Ol;'

fns.usda tive

.congress.htm:
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3. U.S. Depafment of Agriculture. Changing the Scene: Improving the School

Nutrition Environment. Alexandria, VA: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food

and Nutrition Service, August 2000;

4. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Guidelines for School Health

Programs to Promote Lifelong Healthy Eating. MM'WR 1996;45 (No. RR-9): 1-

4l It^. I lf-t^ cdc Lrlinotinnc/mm\r/r /-.,4 {rìo -,tf.b/Pu

5. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Guidelines for School and

Community Programs to Promote Lifelong Physical Activity Among Young

People. MMWR 19971.46 (No. RR-6): l-36;

Ftn. I lltn c¡7r- rh/Þrrl.rl inqtinn c/mm wr/rr/n4606 -,ìf

6. American Academy of Family Physicians, American Academy of Pediatrics,

American Dietetic Association, National Hispanic Medical Association, National

Medical Association and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Healthy School

Nutrition Environments: Promoting Healthy Eating Behaviors. Alexandria, VA:

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service, August 2001;

gchallense.htm:

7. National Association of State Boards of Education. Fit, Healthy and Ready to

Learn: A School Health Policy Guide (Part l. Physical Activity, Healthy Eating,

and Tobacco-Use Prevention). Alexandria, VA: National Association of State

Boards of Education, March 2OOO;

8. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and U.S. Department of

Education. Promoting Better Health for Young People Through Physical Activity

and Sports: Report to the President. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing

Office, December 2000;

,lnn-rln},nlrl och/nrccnh rr,i qhifn.//r¡¡uru¡ nrlc

lt

download.htm and,



9. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Healthy People 2010:

Understanding and lmproving Health. 2nd ed. Washington, DC: U.S.

Government Printing Office, November 2000.

http://www .health.gov ment/tabl tents.htm

These reports are clear: obesity is at an epidemic level in America. Childhood obesity and

overweight are on the rise, while diet quality is poor and physical activity levels are

insufficient. These factors compromise children's ability to achieve their full educational

potential. To underscore further the effect of obesity on Americans and America, the

Surgeon General has reported that unhealthy dietary habits and sedentary behavior

together account for over 300,000 DEATHS and $100 BILLION in costs annually.

The Surgeon General's Call to Action to Prevent and Decrease Overweight and Obesity

declares a need for widespread support to develop solutions to one of the nation's most

dire and burdensome public health issues. Solutions need to be collaborative, vigorous

and sustainable.

The Healthy Schools Summit represents such collaboration with support and participation

from diverse sectors of government, education, health and nutrition, business and

industry, and community. The Summit collaborators recognize the critical need to

improve children's overall health and to manage obesity and overweight. To achieve this,

we must reach children when and where they are most educable. In a healthy school

environment, dietary behavior and patterns can be shaped, physical activity can be

encouraged and positive habits can be formed. To that end, the Healthy Schools Summit

collaborators also recognize the following:

A. Schools provide a total learning environment for developing and practicing

lifelong behaviors. The entire school environment, not just the classroom,

should be aligned with healthy school goals to positively influence a child's

understanding, beliefs and habits as they relate to good nutrition and regular

physical activity. A healthy school environment should not be dependent on

revenue from high-fat, low-nutrient foods to support school programs.
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B Poor dietary habits diminish nutrient quality and thereby contribute to sub-

optimal health status and performance. All foods available before, during or

after school should meet the USDA nutrition standards in a manner that

appeals to children and promotes an increase in school meal participation,

including breakfast, lunch, after-school snacks and meals, and summer

feeding. Emphasis should be placed on foods that naturally contain nutrients

that are typically missing from children's diets. Foods should be served with

consideration toward safety, handling, packaging, taste and appeal to ensure

high quality meals that optimize nutrient density per calorie in a cost-efficient

manner

C. The amount of time children are engaged in physical activity continues to

decrease. Physical activity should be included in a school's daily education

program from grades pre-K through 12. Physical activity should include

regular instructional physical education, co-curricular activities and recess. It

is not appropriate to substitute any one of these components for the others and

the physical education program is an essential basis for all students to learn

about and participate in physical activrty.

D. There is a national imperative to improve academic performance and close

gaps among ethnic and socioeconomic groups. Educators, administrators,

regulators, health practitioners and communities must all acknowledge the

critical role children's health plays in academic stamina and performance and

adapt the school environment to ensure students' basic nourishment and

activity needs are met. Research highlighting the positive relationship between

good nutrition, physical activity and the capacity of children to develop and

learn should be highlighted to ensure widespread understanding of the benefits

to healthy school environments. The diversity of the student population should

be considered at all times to ensure that all children's needs - including those

at highest risk for obesity related health problems 
- are attended.
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The Healthy Schools Summit collaborators, individually and together, recognize their

role in supporting the development of children into academically sound, productive,

physically fit and well-nourished members of society. Integral to meeting this

responsibility is a healthy school environment. This "Commitment to Change" document,

adapted from the Surgeon General's Call to Action, outlines the specific actions (below)

needed to create a healthy school environment, and provides guidance for Summit

collaborators and others to begin to take action. While no one collaborator can

independently achieve all of the Actions outlined in this document, we can achieve much

of it by working together.

Communication

. Build awareness among education and health leaders, administrators, teachers, food-

service staff, coaches, nurses and other school staff as well as community and business

leaders and the media about the contribution of proper nutrition and physical activity to

the maintenance of lifelong healthy weight.

. Educate education leaders, administrators, teachers, staff, and parents about the

importance of school physical education and nutrition programs and policies.

. Motivate education leaders, administrators, teachers and other school staff to take action

toward a healthy school environment based on research linking good nutrition and

physical activity with academic performance.

. Educate parents, teachers, coaches, staff and other adults in the community about the

importance they hold as role models for children, and teach them how to be models for

healthy eating and regular physical activity.

. Educate students, teachers, staff and parents about the importance of body size

acceptance and the dangers of unhealthy weight control practices-

. Develop sensitivity of staff to the problems encountered by the overweight child.
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Action

1. Provide age-appropriate and culturally sensitive instruction in health education

and physical education that help students develop the knowledge, attitudes, skills

and behaviors to adopt, maìntain and enjoy healthy eating habits and a physically

active lifestyle.

2. Provide students in pre-kindergarten through grade 12 with behavior-focused

nutrition education integrated into the curriculum that is interactive and teaches

the skilts they need to adopt healthy eating habits.x

3. Ensure that meals offered through all school feeding programs meet federal

nutrition standards.

4. Adopt policies ensuring that all foods and beverages available on school

campuses and at school events contribute toward eating patterns that are

consistent with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans'

5. Provide food options that are low in fat, calories and added sugars, such as fruits,

vegetables, whole grains, and low-fat or nonfat dairy foods.

6. Ensure that healthy snacks and foods are provided in vending machines, school

stores and other venues within the school's control.

1. Prohibit student access to vending machines, school stores, and other venues that

contain foods of minimal nutritional value and compete with healthy school meals

in elementary schools and restrict access in middle, junior and high schools.

8. Provide an adequate amount of time for students to eat school meals, and

schedule lunch periods at reasonable hours around midday'

g. Provide all chìldren, from pre-kindergarten through grade 12, with quality daily

physical education that helps develop the knowledge, attitudes, skills, behaviors

and confidence needed to be physically active for life.

10. Provide daily recess periods for elementary school students, featuring time for

unstructured but supervised active play.

11. Provide adequate co-curricular physical activity programs, including fully

inclusive intra-mural programs and physical activity clubs.
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12. Encourage the use of school facilities for physical activity programs offered by

the school and/or community-based organizations outside of school hours.

Based on U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, The Surgeon General's CaIl to

Action to Prevent and Decrease Overweight and Obesity. Rockville, Md.: U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health

Service, Office of the Surgeon General, 2001.

* Excerpted from U.S. Department of Agriculture. Changing the Scene: Improving the

School Nutrition Environmenl. Alexandria, Va.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food

and Nutrition Service, August 2000.

This Commitment to Change is the guiding document for the 2002Healthy Schools

Summit: Taking Action for Children's Nutrition & Fitness. For more information on the

Summit and the leading children's health and education organizations that are

collaborating on this initiative, please visit www.ActionForHealthyKids.ors.

Source:

Taking Action for Healthy Kids: A Report on the Healthy Schools Summit and the

Action for Healthy Kids Initiative. Healthy Schools Summit.2OO2.

h kids (20 March 2005).
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC scHooLs

The Montgomery County
Departflìent of Recreation
offers spectacular camps
that are fun, safe, conve-
nic.nt and affordable.

Ycru ca¡r expect:
. Secure tocations where

safety is a priority
. Free bus transportation

for your convenience
. Recreational swimming

for a sptashing good time
. Non-stop fun att day tong

(starting June 20, 2005)

Call 24O-777 -6870

for info or go online at
www. rnontgomerycountymd
gov/rec.

MCPS Division of Food and Nutrition Services

Get Moving-
Get Healthy!

May is
National Physical
Fltness fi Sports

Month

E_J(+

\
D

llat |CCS
AA

I
1

Breakfast Príces
Paid-51.00

Reduced-30É, Free
Lunch Prices

Paid-51.85
Reduced-4oÉ, Free

Mitk 40É

Second lunches maY be
purchased.at a la carte

Pflces.

For soeciaI inqredient
informhtion. co-ntact the
Food & Nutrition Services

office.

Menu subject to change.

I 
Pluu N'w"'
lfsAlnrust ¡

5u¡nnterti¡ne

I I Café Burger
Tater Tots

OR

Penne Pasta &
Tomato Sauce"
French Bread

Fruit Cup
Pears
Mitk

Monday 2
Baked Shrimp Poppers

Mixed Vegetabtes
Dinner Rot[

OR

Baked Chicken Patty+
w/Bun

Mashed Potatoes

Orange Juice
Fruited Getatin

Mitk

Tuesday 3

Taco Pocket
OR

Pancakes w/Syrup
Sausage'

Fruit Juice Bar
Raisins

Mitk

WednesdeV 4

Baked Chicken
Nuggets+
Tater Tots
Dinner Rott

OR

Crunchy Baked Fish

w/Bun &, Corn

Apptesauce
Peaches

Mitk

Thursday 5
Hzza

Cheese" or Pepperoni"
OR

Chiti w/Chips

Baby Carrots w/Dip
Fresh Fruit

Cookie
Mitk

Friday ó

Flot uog+
Baked Beans

OR

Baked Turkey Tenders+
Corn

Dinner Rot[

Chocotate Pudding
Fruit Cup

Mitk

Monday 9

Baked Chicken Patty+
w/Bun

Potdto Wedges

OR

Gritted Cheese
Sandwich^
Tater Tots

Raisins
Pears
Mitk

Tuesday I 0

French Bread Pizza
Cheese^ or Pepperoni*

OR

Café Burger
Tater Tots

Peaches
Pineappte

Mitk

Wednesday I I

Chips Oté
OR

Baked Breaded Veggie
Patty" w/Bun
Green Beans

Orange Juice
Fruit Juice Bar

Mitk

Thursday l2
Hzza

Cheese^ or Pepperoni*
OR

Pancakes w/Syrup
Sausage'

Baby Carrots w/Dip
Fresh Fruit

Cookie
Mitk

Friday l3

" Pork Products + Products ^ Meatless
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(tr

What you do
matters, and one

person can make a
big difference.

Hot Dog+

Potato Wedges
OR

Baked Shrimp PoPPers
Corn

Dinner Rol[

Orange Juice
Pineappte

Mitk

Monday ló
Baked Chicken

Nuggets+
Corn

Dinner Roll
OR

Stoppy Joe Sandwích
Green Beans

Fruit Juice Bar
Peaches

Mitk

Tuesday I 7

Café Burger
Tater Tots

OR

Roast Turkey & GravY+

Mashed Potatoes
Dinner Roll

Fruit Cup
Raisins

Mitk

Wednesday 18

Gritted Chicken
Breast w/ Bun+

Rice Pitaf
OR

French Toast Sticks^
w/Syrup

Appte Juice
Fruited Getatin

Mitk

Thursday l9
P.zza

Cheese^ or Pepperoni'
OR

Crunchy Baked Fish
Cornbread

Baby Carrots w/Dip
Fresh Fruit

Cookie
Mitk

Friday 2O

BREAKFAST

MondaY
Breakfast Wrap

Pears
Mitk

Tuesday
Pancakes with Syrup

Apricots
Mitk

Wednesday
Cinnamon Rotl

Mixed Fruit
Mitk

Thursday
Sausage &/or

Cheese Sandwich
Orange Juice

Mitk
Friday

French Toast Stick
with Syrup
Pineappte

Daily Alternate
Cereal or Bagel
or String Cheese

Fruit of the DaY

Mitk

Mitk

Café Burger
Tater Tots

OR

Penne Pasta &,

Tomato Sauce"
French Bread

Orange Juice
Peaches

Mitk

Tuesday 24

Teriyaki Beef Bites
Mixed Vegetabtes

Dinner Rol.[

OR

Hot Dog+
Tater Tots

Chocotate Pudding
Pineappte

Mitk

Mo,nday 23

MEMORIAL DAY
HOLIDAY

Monday 30

Physical activity and
good eating habits are

keys to heatth and
wettness.

French Bread Pizza

Cheese " or Pepperoni'
OR

Baked Turkey Tenders+
Mixed Vegetabtes

Dinner Rotl

Fruit Cup
Raisins

Mitk

Wednesday 25

Chips Oté
OR

Pancakes w/Syrup^
Spiced Peaches

Fruit Juice Bar
Pears
Mitk

Thursday 2ó

Hzza
Cheese^ or Pepperclni'

OR

Chiti w/ Cornbread

Baby Carrots w/Dip
Fresh Fruit

Cookie
Mitk

Friday 27

Teriyaki Beef Bites
Corn

Dinner Rot[

OR

Baked Breaded Veggie
Patty^ w/Bun

Tater Tots

Orange Juice
Fruited Getatin

Mitk

Tuesday 3 I
Montgomery County Heaßh and Human Services

lnformationline? 240-777 -1245

A phone call away for easy access to information about
Health and Human servlbes and programs ...

. Child Care Assistançe

. Health Care Servic€s

.lmmunizations

. F¡nancial Assistance

. Disability and Senior Sorvices

. Mbntal Health and Substence Abuse

. Otrer Healttr and Human Servicos ptograms and services
lnformationline cipen Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5 p

Bi-lingual stsfl available.

On the Web: / /www.mcps.k1 2.nìd. us/ dePartments/foodserv
¡ Pork Products + Poultry Products " Meatless
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Lqch EirÌrees for Higùr School & ¡lÂiddle School Cofes

lvlontgomery

County

Public

Schools

llaY tll - lE

llonday
BokedBrendedVeggie PoltY on Bun^

Hol Turkey Sondwich*

Bocon, Leftuce d Tonroto Sondwich*

Ì¡¡esday
Personol Pizza^*
Teriyoki Beef Bites w/Roll

Sliced Turkey Sondwich*

WednesdaY
Boked 5hrirnp Popptr 5olod w/Breodsticki

Grilled Chee-se Sondwic h ^

Cold Cut Sub+

flrursdaY
Steok &CheeseSub*
Boked Turkey Tenders w/Roll*
Sliced Hom Sondwich*
FridaY
Pizza^
Homburger
Tuno Solod Sub

Itlonday
Boked Chicken NuggeTs w/Roll*
French Breod Pizzo^
Sliced Turkey Sondwich+

Trresday
Chicken Cl ub Sandwich+**
Toco Pockel
Tuno Solod Pito Pocket
Wednesdal¡
Chicken Coesor Solod w/BreodstickÊ+

Beef Barbecue Sondwich
Swiss Veggie Sondwich^
lhursrlay
Steok & Cheese Sub*
Grilled Chicken Breast Sub+

Cold Cul Sub+
Friday
ytzza
Boked Shrimp Po'Boy Sondwich
Sliced Hom Sub"

BE TRUE I TOU
Smart Food Choices =

A Healthier You

llonday
Memoriol Doy Holidoy
No School
Iuesday
Personol Pizza^*
Teriyoki Beef Bites w/Roll
Sliced Turkey Sandwich+

wItonday
Teriyoki Bæf Bites w/Roll
Bok¿d Turkey Tenders w/Roll*
Bocon, Lettuce & Tomqto Sondwich*

llresday
Personol Pizza^*
Boked Chicken PottY on Bun+

Sliced Hom Sondwich*
WednesdaY
Chick¿n Fojito Solqd+*
Mocoroni & Cheæe w /t r ench Breod^

Cold Cut Sub+

lhursdaY
Steak ond Cheese Sub*
Boked Breoded VeggiePoltY on Bun^

Sliced Turkey Sondwich+

FridaY
Pizzo^
Crunchy Boked Fish on Bun

Turkey Solod Sub*

ñonday
Grilled Chicken Breost Sub+
Fr¿nch Breod Pizzo^
Tuno Solod Sondwich
ll¡esday
Double Cheeseburger*
Toco Pockel
Sliced Turkey Horn Sondwich+

Wednesday
Chef Solod w/Breodstick+*
Nochos
Turkey Solod Sondwich*
Ihursday
Steok ond Cheese Sub*
Hot Dog* or Chili Dog+

Sliced Turkey Sub*
Friday
Pizzo^
Boked Shrimp Poppers w/ Roll
Cold Cut Sub+

llayg- ll

May is
Nationat Physical

Fitness Gl Sportc Month

Get moYing...
be physicaüy active

eacl¡ day.

llay a6 -,C Ilat ,, - rl llatSC-¡r

Daily Special
91.95
Super Special *
glr.ô5

Þ Eoch doily or super speciol
comes wilh 3 choices of fruils
ond/or vegetobles ond milk.

ÞSecond lunches moy be pur-
chosed oI o lo corle prices.

ÞMenus ore subjecl lo chonge.

rk ^meolless
Menus on lhe Web www.mcps kl2.md.usldeportments/foodserv
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,T,1CPS

Cafe

Breakfast Sandwich Wrap
Fruit
M¡IK

Pancakes with Syrup
Fruit
M¡IK

Wedncsdatf Ham & Gheese Groissant
Fruit
M¡IK

French Toast Sticks w/ Syrup
Fruit
M¡IK

Sausage & Cheese Sandwich
Fruit Juice
M¡IK

Alternate breakfast items are available

llonday

fuesday

Ihursday

Friday

DaiU Brcal¡fast Spccials

A great way eo súart the óayt
gI.oo

6,
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9.4 Fairfax County Public Schools Nutrition Integrity List

Every student will have the opportunity to choose nutritious foods that will prepare

students to learn.

Our nutrition standard will be based on Dietary Guidelines for Americans and the

Food Guide Pyramid.

Nutrition values of meals will be evaluated over a period of days rather than

judged on a single meal or food item.

Student preferences and input from monthly customer report cards and student

tastes parties will be considered in menu planning. Since foods must be eaten to

provide nutrients, menu changes will be gradual to assure acceptance.

Student meals will contain adequate calories and a va¡iety of foods to support

growth, development, and healthy weight.

Purchasing practices will ensure the use of high quality ingredients and prepared

products to maximize acceptance. Food and Nutrition Services professionals will

continue to work with industry to develop these foods.

Foods will be prepared in ways that ensure a balance between optimal nutrition

quality and student acceptance.

Foods offered to students in addition to meals will be of optimal nutrition quality

as stated in the code of Virginia.

Nutrition Education will be an integral part of the curriculum from preschool

through twelfth grade. The school cafeteria will serve as a laboratory for applying

knowledge and skills taught in the classroom by food service personnel.

In-service and professional development opportunities will be provided for school

food and nutrition managers and staff and other school-based instructional

personnel. These experiences will be sponsored by professional organizations and

Nutrition Education and Training activitres.

Source: Fairfax County Public Schools. "About Us." The Office of Food and Nutrition
S e r v ic e s . October 2004. < http ://www. fcps. edu/fs/food/about u s/>
(22May 2005).
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I
\ 9.5 School Lunch Menus for h4a¡' 2005' F CPS

Food and Nutrition Services
Fairfax County Public Schools

Elemenlary Lunch Menu
l'{\A\' '¿t)C|:

See Reverse.for Continued Lunch Menus and Breakfast Menus

w

6

StuffedCrus Cheæ Pi-

StuffedCrut
Pepperoni Pizâ

PÐul Buttq & Jelly Sædwiclr

Yogun w/PreÞel
cHoIcEoÌTwo

GrænBeæ
Salad w/lomato
Froæn SouWatmelon

Juiæ Bar
Chilled Pineapple

-EñERGYZONE S.{t-Ât) l)Á
Chefs Salad v/Sabnon øPreøel
ChePs Sal¡d

CHOICEOFTWO
Gl¿æd Swæt Potatæs
ljxEsH.APPLE

-Ê\ERGr- ZO^-[ S¡rL 1D ì':\-f CIi-
Soulhwegem Chickm Salad w/Pretæl
CtePs Saìad w/Chee* md PreEel

P Gn'e Mr 5! CoLoRs Ttur Jnc!
Chickæ Tenden

w/Mufr¡

Peæut Butler & Jelly
Sadwich
Yogurt w/Prelæl

Chæe Stick
w/ltluireSauæ

Peilui Butter & Jelly Sædwich
Yoeurl w/Preø€l

CROICEOFTWO
Whipped Potatm w/Gravy
Oroge Qur|æ
FL¡r,onpo AP¡LsaucE
Chilled Pineapple

_ENEI{GYZ()N}: SAI,AI) IäTCII-
Soù(hweg.em Clickq Salad w/Prelæl

Chickm Nuggets
w/Oriql¡l Friql Rice

BæfTeriyfi Nuggets
w/Oriøt¡l Fíqt Rice

Pønut Buler & Jelly Sandwich
Yogurtw/?rcEeì

CBOICE OFTWO
Field Peæ rvilh Sups
FRËSH APPLD

Driel Chiliæ
Chilled Pqches

-llr-ER(ìl' Z,()NE SAL.{l) PAT(:Fl-
Soúhwestem Chickq Salad w/Pre¿el

ffi

ffi

ffi

Gm Ms 5!

1

Chiclien Nuggets
w/SteamedRiæ

Pork Egg Roll
w/StemedRiæ

Chilled Pqches
Fruit Cocktail

Salmon Salad on Brn

Butter & Jelly Sardwiclr

Dried Chmies
-ÈNÊnG]' ZO\E SAl- \ì) l'. \Tr--D---
Taø Salad w/Chili & Chips or Prelzel

Hmburgø on Bu

Chøeburgø on Bu

Veggie Pattie on Bu
w/Chære or w/o Chøe

P@nut Butter & Jelly Sandwich

Nacl¡os or Baked Potato
w/Chili & Cheeæ Sauce
wÆVlreal Roll

Yogwtw/Pretæl
cEoìcE oFTwo

Smiley Polatoes @
I¡ltùe/Tornalo/Pickl e

Chilled Peachq
Fruil Juiæ

-ENÈRGyZONE SAI.4D PÂTCH-
Taæ Salad w/C-l¡ili & Chips or Pretæl

t7
Nachos
w/Clrili & Cheqe Sauce

Fish Fiìlet on Bm

Pqnut Butter & Jelly Sædwich

Yogurt w/PreEel

CEOICE OF TWO
Goldq¡ Com
Jiøma/Baby Cmls w/Dip
Fruit Cæktail
Tosed Salad

-ìì¡*DRGI' ZOì\D S.4l- \ D P,{1 CU--
Taø Salad w/Chili & Cfrips or Prelzel

Baked Chips

wlPrelznl
cEolcEoF Two

FÌoFls
Coiro w/Dip

Juiæ

4

C'Ìref Boyardæ Bæf Ravioli
w/Brørlstick

Maøoni & Cheç wAly'beat Roll

Pemut Butte¡ & Jelìy Sandwicb

cHotcE oFTwo
Mixed Ve¡relablæ
Saìåd wÆorulo
Applesauæ
Bw

-IìNììRG)' ZONI: SALAD I,^'I'()I--
Caes Salad w/Chicken w/Pretzel
Chefs Salad w/Chæ w/È'reøel

¡ ¡ Grrr Me 5! Corons Tr¡r J rur,!

Spaghetti wÀ4øl Sauce or
Muinæ Sauæ wlBrqdstick

Peilua BuUer & Jelly Sardwicl
Yogul øPreEel

CTIOICT OFTWO
G¡q Pru
Salad w/Tomto
Dried Cheniq
Chilled Apriæls
FRËT APro¿

--ENERGY ZONE S.A,I.4I) P.A.]'CH-.
Caew Salad w/Chicken w/P¡elzel
Chefs Salad øChw w/Prelz€l

l8'Breahfosl for LunchÐ
Grve lvf¡ 5l Corons T¡¡r ,lryn!

Mini Pmekes w/Tukey Sa,'sge

Chæ StickswÀ4ainm Sauæ

Panut Buttil & Jelly Sædwich

cBotcEoFTwo
Hash Brou Pattiç
FL¡r.ongo APfL6^ucE
Omge Juiæ
B¡¡¡rm

--EIYERG'!', ZONì'l S.Al-Al) P..\TCÌl -
Cæw Salad w/Chicken w/Prelzel
Chefs Salad w/Chæ w/heÞel

ffi

ft

Yogurt w/Preøel

Yogul w/Pretæ1

Hm&Chæ
on CroiMt

5 CINCOdeMAYO
Gn'r Mr -{! Couons Tur ,|rv¿!

Turkey Hol Dog on Bu

Carusr Qrrcseltrrr

Peuul Butler & Jelly Sandwich

Yogurt w/?relzel

cEolcf,oFTwo
Vegetaiæ Baked Bøs
Chilled Pers
Srn¡q,s¿n nlsr:
Fruit Crisp

--[¡-ìiIìG\- ZO\E SAI-'l]) P.A]'CìE-
Oriental Chicken Salad wÆ¡etæl
Chef s Salad w/Cheese ud Prelz¿l

l2
Oven Fried Chickm

w/Stuffing

Chæse Lægm w/Whql Ro'll

P@nùt Bufer & Jelly Sædwich

cEotcEoFTwo
Glaæd Swæf Pol,atos
It¡lim C¡æn Bcau
Fruit CYi.Ð

Omge Qurtes
Fruir cÆhail
_tr\'ER GY ZONTì S.A I,AD I'A]'CII-
Orien(al C.hickø Salåd w/Pre l
Chef s Salad w/Cheeæ md helzel
t9
Tukey Hol Dog on Bw

PeÐul Butt€r & Jelly Smdwich

Yogurt w/Prelzel
CHOICEOFTWO

Vegefarim Baked Beru
Buæli&

Cauliflowø w/Dip
Fruit CriÐ
Chilled Pineapple

-ENìalìGl' ZONFI SA I;\D PAl'Cfl -
Oriental Chicke¡ Salad VPreøel
l]l¡¡P< Selcd w/rhæ<e o¡¡ì ÞrcÞcl

Maeroni & Gre* w/Fi-ù Bites
ard Whæl Roll

Yogrrt w/Pretzel

g
*

w/Chæs w/PreÞel

Pemr Buds & Jelly Sudwiclr

Yogul w/Prelæl
cEotcEoFTwo

BrruoliÆaby Cznols VDip
lroæn Sou CherDr Juie Br
Chilled Pøs
Dried Cl¡eris

-EI\:ERC)', ZONE SAL.{Ì) ¡àTCtì-
Chefs Salad w/Sal¡non WPre¿eì
Cl¡efs Salad w/C|¡ees w1Pretæl
20
Chæ Bagel Piz

Pepperoni Bagel Piz

Pønut Bu[q & JelJy Sædwic-h

Yogurt øPreÞel

cHotcEoFTwo
GrænBqro
Frcæn Omge Puh Up

-ENÍL(;]'ZONti S^t_ÀD p.A,t'(:H-.

Chefs Salad VSalmon WPretul
Chef s Salad w/ChæE w/PreÞêl

ILIJ-

l3
CbæPiz

Pep¡reroni Piz

Fi¡h Fillet on Bu

SaladúIorulo
Chilled Pørs

23 Crw M¿ 5! ColoÈs Tr¡r Jnt!
Com Dog Bitc

Bæf and Bøn Bunito

Grilled Chæw Sædwich

Pfful Buüer& Jelly Sædwich

YogufwÆÈ¿el
CEOICEOFTWO

Goldor Com
Ormge Quårtqs
FL¡r,oxpo ATPLFJ^ucE
Chiìled Peas

Dried C'heries

-F\tR tìt'7,()Ì\'l: s.rì-.\l) lÌ{'l cf ì-
Soulhweslm Chicken Salad w,/Prezel

Chef s Salad w/Cllese ed Prelæl

ffi

Hmburgaon Bm

Hmburger w/Chæ on Bu

Veggie Pattie on Bm

Prout Butter & Jelly Sædwich

Yogurt rv/PrcEel

cEoIcE of'Two
Mini Potalo Pmcaks
Lettuæ,/TomafoÆickle
Chilled Peaches

Fruit Crisp

-ìiNllRC1- ZONII S^l-,\l) PA'l (-:Il--

Taæ Salad ilChili & Otips or Preiæl
Fruit Salad w/Pretzel

u 25 Glvz M¡ 5! Corors Tlrrr Jrv¡l
Pæta illtdqt Sawe

or MãiÉm Saüæ w/Brcadstick

Chicken Fillet on Bm

P€nul Buü€r & Jelly Sandwich

Yogtrt wlPrelæl

cEolcE oFTwo
Mixed Vegelables
Tosd Salad
lìrEH APPu
Chilled Pireapple

-ENËII (JÌ ZO¡*Ìì,\ 4, l,^ l) P'\'l'riÈ --
Ca*u Salad w/Chicken VPrelzeJ
Chefs Salad w/Chææ VPreÞ¿l

ffi

26 Grw ME 5: CoLoRs f'¡rr Jn'e!

Sofl BæfTacowÂ4exiø Riæ
Tm Wnp w/ Baked Chips
Veggie Tam Hot Pæket

P@¡ul Butter & Jelly Sædwidr

cEotcEoFTwo
Ref¡ied Beau w/C'heæ Topping

-ENIIRGY ZONII r^^ì -,\D ìà]'Cll-
Oriental Chic*m Salad Whgz€l
Chefs Salad w/Che*e and PreÞel

*

Yogul VPretzel

Iættuce & Toroto
Str,ru't tln ¡u-s

Fruir Cækrail

Peaoul Búter & Jelly Smdwich

Yogurt w/hetæl
cBoIcEoFl'\ilO

BroæoliÆaby Cmols w/Dip
Cterry Juiæ Ba
Chilled Pem
Drie.d Cheries

-ENERGYZONE S,{l_{D P,\l Ctì-
Chef s Salad w/Salmon dPrelzel
Chef s Salad w/Chææ N/Pre¿¿l

?1
ClresPiz

Pepperoni Piz

Fislr Fillet on Bu
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Food and Nutrition Services
Fairfax Count-v Public Schools

Elemenfary Lunch Menu
NrÊ.Y 'èO}i;

\.ISIT TIIE ENERGY ZONE WEB SITE AT: WWTT"fCOS.CdU/fS/fOOd/

83

Child Nuïrilion Employee Appreciotion Week, May 2 - 6
Notionol Teocher ApprecialionWeek, Moy t - 7

Cinco de Moyo, Moy 5
Mother's Doy, MoY 8

Armed Forces Doy, MoY 21
NO SCHOOL

30

ffi
NO SAIADSAVAILABLE

(;r" ZO\T SAI-A D ÌAl'(.ìll -

MEMORIAL
DAY

HOLIDAY

3l Gnr ]\lx 5! CioLoRs Ttur 'Int!
Chicken Nuggets
w/Stemed Riæ

Pork Egg Roll
w/Stemed Rict

Parú Búter & JÈllY

Smdwich
Yoerrt w/Prelæl

ctrolcEoFTWO
C¡eq Peæ

FhlsH APPLI:

C'l¡illed Paches
Fruil Cæktail

ÅiA-V HÏ6I.ILÏ6HT5

Notionol Book MonTh
Nolionol Fomily Monlh

Let EZ-B,ear's Team cater your child's birthdây party.

Freshly baked Otis Spunkmeyer Chocolate Chip Cookies

or Ice Cream a¡e available for 501 per student. Napkìns

and a surprise for the Birthday Child are included in the

Birthday Tote Ba¡1. Check to see if this program is

available in your school. Contact the Food Service

Manager at your child's school one week in advance of

+
Ê
*

birthday celebration.

YOâJRT W/PRETZEL: I Otnce Yogurt,

CHO].CÈSt !% Chocoldte, 1% Unflovored, or Skim,

VEGETARIAN OPTION: Offer vs. Serve ollows studenls to
refuse meat entree ond reguest additional vegetables, fruits' ond

bread itens.

Vegetable or
DAILY MILK

Fruits, ond AÁilk.

@ 75É,50ç, Soy lÀilk ovoiloble
ENTREES CONT

Pretzel, ond Two

ÄNI)A BREAD,COMPLETEA LTIN
.30 andadultst $r S2luncbd dditionA mealsal available (breâ kfsst, .s0)aret e lunch pflceß[a¡k nd ($l per ay.?0)$rorchase one b rea ( .00)nly

freebreakfast Dtol reducedareducedflr ce lunch tecetve prlcewhodents free (3 (20Ð.0l)forStu prtls Iess.laa c âtle ifyqualwbicheverpr¡ce[,
to NSchool Food Servicesmonlh checksMake ame)be theased payable (

u nche s byDay purcbc0n vGnleDce,
GSCLOSINSCHOOLEMERGENCYAVAILA-BILITYTO FOODSOF ANDTOSUBJECT DIIECI]ANGEMENUS

Bnnarcitsr MEIIU REPEATS Wn¡rc.Y
CEXCK TO SEE IF BREA.KFAST IS AVÂILA¡LE ÀT YOUR SCHOOL.

xtF5à tåæräræ
Fruit Juiæ

CEOICE OF ONE
Baget w/Cmm Chææ

or JellY
or

Yogurt w/Fruit Mufün or Biscuit
of

Cqai
wÆruitMuñìn w/Jelly

Chnice of Milk

CEOICE OF ONE
French Toast Sticks w/syrup

ü
Yogrrf wNutrition Bu

(Contains Walnuts)
ot

Cereal wNutrition Ba
lContains rilalnurs)

CEOICE OF ONE
Turtey Saumge

w/Biscuit
ot

Yogufl WBiscuil
ot

CeEl
w/Biscuit & Jelly

Frui1 Juiæ Fruit Juice

Choiæ of Milk Choiæ ofÞlilk

CEO]CE OF ONE
I¡w-FaJ BÈåkfast Roll

ü
Yogwt w/Gralnm Crukffi

ü
CtrÉl

w/CrahmCrækm

Fruir JuiæFruit Juiæ

Cboiæ of MilkChoiæ of Milk

Yoguf wAluûition Ba
or

Cercal wNutritiou Bar
(Contains Walnuts)

CEOICE OF ONE
Pæcake & Sausge m a Stick w/

synp
ol

Food poisoning bacteria are a menace that can ru¡n a picnic. To minimize your fear, practice good food safety tips'

L Keep your ierishable food such as: hot dogs, hamburgers, starchy salads, and deviled eggs in an insulated coder or pack with

ice or-blue ice freeze packs, Put the cooler in the passenger area rather than the hot trunk of your car.

2. wash your hands belore working with food or use disposable wet handiwipes.

3. Handle cooked, grilled meat with clean utensils and serve onto clean plates. Don't reuse utensils, plates, or bowls

,1. To kill any food poisoning bacteria cook all meal. poulW, and lish thoroughly and serve hot.

5. Unpack your picn¡c items fom the cooler just before you will be eating'

UTRìFAX: PICNIC SAFETY TIPS

"ln accordance with Federal law and U.S. Department of Agriculture

policy, this institution is prohibited from discriminating on the basis of
race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability." To flle a complaint

of discrimination, write USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, Room

326-rW, rWhitten Building, 1400 Independence Avenue S W, Washington,

DC20250-9410 orcall (202)'120-5964 (voice and TDD)' USDA is an

Nutrient Lunch

equal opportunity provider and employer.

Menu Analysis
Percent ofCalories From Fat

Breakfasf

23-31

21.4%
21.4%
21.4%
21.8%

27.3 o/o

2',7.6%

2',7.40/o

29.0o/o

May2 -6
May9-13
May 16 - 20

ffi Recycled Paper



Double Deal

Chickq Nuggds
W Steamed Riæ

: Pork Ess Roll
w/ Steamed Rhæ

Pænut Butls E Jelly Sandwich
Yogul w/Pretzel

-Choiæ of -fwo-

Frerch Friæ
Vvh¡pped PotatG w/GEvy
Grem Pæs
Fresh Apple
Ch¡lled Peæh6
Fnril Cældå¡l

nd Entrée 1.25

' Nacho Tortillas w/Ch¡li
& Cheese Sauæ

Ch'EÌen Tsiyaki on Bun
Baked Potato WChili

& Chse Sauæ
wi wtpat Roll

i Pearhjt Butter & JellY Sandwich

: Yogurt w/PreÞel

-Cho¡æ of TwÈ

FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICES
Fairfax County Public Schools

MIDDLE/HIGH MAY 2OO5

JÅ

Stesk Sub m Sub Roll
Steak Sub WChe€se
on Sub Rdl

ChGe Qu6adilla
Pænut Butts & Jelly Sandw¡ch
Yogurl WPrelzel

-Choice of Twr
FÞrch Fri6
Campbell's Mirì$trone Soup
or Græn Beans

C€lery/Baby Caro{s WDip
Fruit Sherbel

l3
Oven Fried Ct¡cken
W Chicken Flavqed R¡æ
Fish F¡llet ø Bm
BBQ Rib on Bun
Pænut butter E Jelly
Sandwich
Yoguft W PreEel

-Cho¡ce d Twr
Frerch Friæ
Brmllbaby Canots
WDip
Frozm Shape Up
Ch¡lled PæE

Stæk Sub q Sub Roll
Stæk Sub w/Chê€se

on Sub Roll
Cfiæ Ouæadilla

w/ Mex¡€n R¡æ
Pæntlt Butts E Jelly
S¿r¡dwich
Yogurt w/PEtzel

-Chob€ cl Twr
Fremh Friæ
GtgBæns
Lêttre/Tmalo/P¡ckle
Frozm Cherry Juiæ Bar

Ch¡ckm F¡llet s Bun
Ma€rcni & Chæ WB¡wl
Pænut Buttq & Jelly Sandwich
Yogurt w/PEtz€l

-Choice cl TwÈ
Frerch Fris
Bf@li/Baby Carotsw/D¡p
FÞzÐ OEnge Push-up
Ch¡led Pæ

JÅ

Ã

Frflch Fr¡es
Bm(Ðl¡ Fltrets
Lettuæ/Tmalcy'Pickle
Dried Cheries

o l0
i Chicken Tendere
, Wmuñn
, Bæf leriyaki Nugg€ts
. Wmuffin
i Pænú Butter E Jelly Sandwich
i Yogurt WPre{zel

-cho¡æ of Twr
Frerch Friæ
OEnge OGrtæ
Applære
Dried Cherig

r Nachos Tort¡llas øCh¡l¡
i Ctpese Sarc
j Delue Hol Ham & Chæse Sub
i Pænut Butter & Jelly Sandwich

Yogurl úPreÞel
-Choiæ of Twe

I Frmch Frþs
i Goldfl Com

Cel€ry/carots w/DiP
Chilled Pæchæ
Sandw¡ch F¡xings

Nactþ -tortillas w/Ch¡li
& Cheæe Sauæ

ch6e St¡cks w/MarimE sauæ
Peanut Buüer E Jelly Sandwich
Yogurl w/PreÞel

-Choiæ of TwÈ
FHch Frþs
Gddfl Com
J¡æma/Baby carots

w/Dip
Fruil Juiæ
Appþsuæ

Naclþ Tort¡llas Mchili
and Chæ Sauæ

Chicken Tqiyaki Fillet on Bun
or Ri¡æ

Peanúl Bu[er & JellY Sandw¡ch
Yogurt w/Pretzel

-Clpiæof lwr
FMch Fries
Græn BæË
Lettucey'Tmato
Chilbd Peachæ

Nacho Tortillas w/Ch¡li
t Ch€eæ Sauæ

Chir(en Tsiyak¡ o Bun
Baked Polato w/Chili

Å Chse Sauæ
w Wh€al Roll

Peanut Butter & Jelly Sandw¡ch
Yogurl WPreEd

-Cho¡æ of Twr
Frqch Frbs
Br¡:øli Fldets
Lsttuæ/TmaldP¡ckle
Dried ChsÍies
Fruit Juiæ

Tm Salad WCh¡lì
Næho Chips ø PreÞel

Fruil Salad

16
Chicken Nuggds
w/Orienlal Rbe

Pøk Egg Roll
w/Orbnlål R¡æ

Pænú Butts & Jelly Sandw¡ch
Yogurt w/Prdzel

-cho¡æ of Twr
Frerch Fri6
Grm Pæs
Fresh Apple
Dried CheEiË
C.h¡l¡ed Pæhæ

i Ch¡ckflTendeß
w/Slæmed Riæ

Bæf Teriyaki Nug€ets
I w/Stæmed R¡æj Pænut Buüs & Jelly Sandwich

Yogurl w/Pr€{zel

-Cho¡æ of Twr
Frencf¡ Friæ
GoH€n Cm
OBnge O@rtæ
Applæuæ
Tossd Salad

, Menrorial

SALÄDS:
Southwætem Chbken Salad

w/Pre{z€l
Chefs Salad WChæ

LINE:

Pasla (Penre) w/Breadlick
w/Marinaæ Seæ
qw/Meá Sauæ

Hamburgs m Bun
Choesburger on Bun
Pøut Butler E Jelly Sandw¡ch
Yogurt w/Pßlzel

-Cho¡æ of Twe
French Fri6
Mixed Vegelabþs
L€tluæ/lomato/Piclde
Dri.# Ch*iæ

MayS - Cinco de Mayo
May 30 - Memorial Day

Cæsr Salad w/ch¡cken
WPrdz€l

chefs Salad w/ClÞeæ

son Be€f Tm
w/Shr€ddsd Che€æ

Bæl & Bæn Bunito
w/ Mexican Riæ

Pesnut BrJtter E Jelly Sandwich
Yogurt w/Pretr€l

-Chciæ ol Twe
FEncù Fri6s
Refriêd Bæß Wcheæe Topping
L€ttuæ E Tomato
Fræh Apple
Fruit Cæktail

Oridtal Ch¡cks Salad
WPrelzel

Chefs Salad WCheese

Pwa

Chefs Salad w/Salmon
WPr€Þel

Ct¡€fs Salad Wcheese

Ç flffiåi-"å" Ã Stufied CrusÌ Chse
Stufied Crust

Chæse Piza
¡ Pepperoni Pizza

$uñed qust Chse Pizê
Stuñed Crusl Åi

'The USDA is an equal oPPortunity provider and employer."
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1
Ch€eæ Sticks
w,/MarinaE Säre

Hãmburger m Bun
Cheæburger on Bun
Vêggie Burger m Bun

w¡th or without Chæs€
Peânut Butter & Jelly Sandwich
Yogurt w/PreÞel

-Choiæ of Twr
French Fries
Mixed Vegelables
Ldtuæ¡Tomato/Pickle
ApplæE
Bamne

Doubb -furkey Hot Dog
m Bun

Ch¡cken Fillet on Bun
Fish F¡llet on Bun
Peanut Euttêr & JellY Sandwich
Yogul WPreÞel

-Choiæ of Two-
Fr€nch Fris
Vegetarian Baked Bæns
Lettuce/Tomalo/P¡ckle
Chillsd Peaß
Fruit Crisp

Spaghetli Nædl€s
w/Mæl Sare q Marinam Sauæ
w/Brædsl¡ck

Hamburgs m Bun
ch€eseburger on Bun
Veggie Cheeseburger on Bun
Pænul Butter & Jelly
Sandwich

Yogurt w,/PFÞel

-Choiæ of Twr
FEnch Friæ
GHn Bæns
L€ttuce/Tomalo/Pickle
Drild Chffiiæ

Soñ Beef Taæ
Taæ Meat
Shredded Cheæe

Bed & Bæn Burito
Peanut Butter & JellY Sandw¡ch
Yogurl w/Pr€Þel
Southw6tem Riæ

-Chciæ olTwr
French Friæ
Letluæ E Tomato
Fresh Appþ
Fruit Cocktail

Ch¡ll€d

Peanul Butter & Jelly Sandwich
Yogurl w/Preuel

-choiæ of Twe
Frsnch Fries
Hæh Brom Pett¡es
BaMna
Chilled Pinæppþ
oEng€ Juiæ

Doubb Turkey Hot Dog m Bun
Che€se Lægna w/MarinaE

Sawe & Breadstick
Peanut Butter E JellY Sandwich
Yogurt w/PreÞel

-Chciæ of Twc
FEncÌ¡ Friæ
llal¡an Grs Bæns
-tossed salad w/Tomato
Fruit CæJclail
Fruit Crisp

ÀDdbts Pan€ke and
SaHge on a stick

chlcken F¡lbl on Bun

, Stufled Crusl Cheæe
Slufled Crusl

o*"Ç
Pwa

,-h
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